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Bedding, Bath & Home Decor Product Gift Guide 2008 Under $30 

By All Items Sorted Most to Least Expensive 
Princess Castle Bed 

 
 
Description: Sweet Dream Theme Beds & Children's Interiors creates custom, one 
of a kind, children's furniture. Here is a custom made, beautiful princess castle bed 
with staircase and slide. Custom painted with lovely faux finish and rose detail. This 
bed is a playhouse, and bed in one. Every little girl belives she is a princess and 
this bed is every little girls dream! Let Sweet Dream Theme Beds create the bed of 
your child dreams. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $5,000.00 to $12,000.00 
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Description: JAX is an eco-friendly fun and funky seat made of recyled steel and 
non toxic non animal leather. JAX is made to order in California and can even be 
modified for use outdoors. JAX was recently shown in our Eco Chic Celebrity Gift 
Retreat for Backstage Creations at Teen Choice 08. This chair was inspired by 
childhood games with balls and jacks, hot cross buns and jingle bells. It is a play on 
negative space as the interior of the seat is hollow and the user can see through the 
peice and out the other side. JAX contains recycled content and can be endlessly 
recycled. JAX cares about good indoor air quality and will not off gass in the home.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $4,500.00 to $5,500.00 
 
 
 
 

Mattress  

 
 
Description: An alluring combination of style and comfort, The AlluraBed by 
Tempur-Pedic™ tempts owners to never leave their bedroom. The generous 
TEMPUR-HD™ top layer creates the ultimate pillow-top that caresses your entire 
body through a higher density version of proprietary TEMPUR® material. TEMPUR-
HD ensures greater support, pressure-relief and durability, creating the most 
supportive and therapeutic sleep surface, edge-to edge, for deep, rejuvenating 
sleep. 
Visit the Website 

JAX backstage at Teen Choice 08 

The AlluraBed by Tempur-Pedic  
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Price: $4,000.00 to $5,000.00 
 
 
 
 

Vitra's Heart Cone Chair By Verner Panton 

 
 
Description: Designed by legendary Verner Panton, this is a variant on the Cone 
Chair. It was designed one year later and was baptized Heart Cone Chair because 
of its heart-shaped outline. Heart Cone Chair has large, projecting wings that could 
be interpreted as a contemporary take on the classic wing chair. For more 
information and a dealer locator, please visit www.vitra.com.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $3,670.00  
 
 
 
 

Angel Delgado, Soap Sculpture 

Vitra's Heart Cone Chair by Verner Panton 
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Description: Delgado, most noted for his soap sculptures and drawings on 
handkerchiefs which he began while in prison, will exhibit his current handkerchiefs 
series, soap sculptures, paintings and drawings on sheets, and installation pieces in 
small suitcases. During his incarceration, Delgado acquired various artistic skills 
from his cellmates and created artworks from unconventional materials, the only 
that were available in jail: sculptures out of soap and drawings on handkerchiefs 
using colored pencils and face cream. Hacia donde vamos XI (Where We Are 
Going XI) 10-1/2” x 11-3/4” x 7-1/2”  
Visit the Website 
Price: $3,500.00 to $4,500.00 
 
 
 
 

Vitra's Slow Chair By Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec 

Hacia donde vamos XI (Where We Are Going XI) 
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Description: Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec created the award-winning expansive 
Slow Chair by using an extremely strong, precisely shaped knit that is stretched 
over the metal frame like a fitted stocking. The chair combines comfort with 
ergonomic support, which is further enhanced by thin seat and back cushions. The 
translucent sling cover replaces the thick cushions of traditional armchairs, resulting 
in a design that is lightweight yet generously proportioned.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $3,155.00  
 
 
 
 

Fuego Outdoor Grills 

 
 
Description: Fuego North America designs and manufactures products that 
challenge the status quo in outdoor entertaining. The company has created a 
modernist rethink of the grilling experience, providing the best in functionality, 
technology and style. The revolutionary Fuego 01 grill features industry first 
technology and a sleek, industrial design for the ultimate outdoor entertaining 
experience. A Patented Quick Change Drawer System allows the user to alternate 
cooking with gas, gas-fired infrared and traditional charcoal. The new Fuego 02 
Electric grill is a perfect fit for balconies and outdoor spaces where open flames 
(and space) aren’t an option. The 02 Electric plugs into a standard 110-volt outlet 
and is a smart alternative for apartments, condos or town homes that may prohibit 
open flames and outdoor gas or charcoal grilling. The new Fuego Modular is a fully 

Vitra's Slow Chair by Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec 

Fuego Modular 
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customizable outdoor kitchen that allows for grilling, warming, storing, chilling and 
washing and the built-in countertop lets guests sit at the bar and mingle around the 
Modular.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $1,900.00 to $15,000.00 
 
 
 
 

Chelsea Lifetime Crib 

 
 
Description: Build a nursery just like a celebrity! Bratt Decor's Chelsea Lifetime 
Crib, a Hollywood favorite, is the first & last bed your child will ever need. This 
amazing piece begins as a crib, and converts into a full sized bed, complete with 
ornate headboard and stylish footboard. Available in a variety of wood finishes, 
including Antique Silver, this design is absolutely glamorous. To convert crib to a full 
bed, you need only to add a twin/full metal bed frame and footboard adapter (sold 
separately). The Chelsea crib fits a standard U.S. crib mattress and has a stationary 
gate. Crib offers three heights for the mattress. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $1,537.00  
 
 
 
 

Angle Delgaod, Continuous Limit XVI 

Stylish and sophisticated, just like baby. 
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Description: These works reflect a continuation of the form, medium, and 
techniques used during Delgado’s imprisonment, a time where his new artistic 
language and creative expression were born. The limited material sources opened 
up a new means of expression, while these simple elements became a part of his 
artistic identity. In the Pañuelos series, a group of 20 painted handkerchiefs, the 
figures, depicted with fine, thin lines, are contrasted against a background of metal 
chains, heavy-duty locks, and fetters –strong iconographic imagery of 
oppressiveness and imprisonment. 15.6" x 15.4 digital printing, color pencil, cold 
cream and handkerchief  
Visit the Website 
Price: $1,500.00 to $4,500.00 
 
 
 
 

Handcrafted Harvest Dining Table 

Hostorias Paralelas LV 
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Description: The Harvest Dining Table Built with the family in mind this table 
measures 72"L x 38"W x 30"H and seats 6 comfortably. Finished two-toned using 
Vintage White with Dark Walnut this table will be the focal gathering point for any 
family. It has turned legs and 2 drawers to store silverware or linens. Available 
options(please contact for a quote): -Oak, Maple, Walnut, and other Hardwoods -
Pedestal bases - Farm/Tapered Legs - Single Color finishing We can do custom 
pieces so please let us know if you have any questions. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $1,150.00 to $1,450.00 
 
 
 
 

The Arte Italiana WILD Paragon Fountain Pen 

Harvest Dining Table 
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Description: OMAS Pen Crafted During WWII Finally Debuts Wild is not the name 
of a color but of a design. Through his vision of the Milky Way, innovator and 
founder of OMAS, Armando Simoni, created the pattern of the WILD in the early 
20th century. Due to a shortage of materials, production was suspended during 
WWII and it is not until now that the design came to life in the WILD pen, part of the 
Arte Italiana Collection, known for its 12-sided shape. The pen is embellished with 
sterling silver and made of celluloid. It is a truly unique and luxurious piece as it 
takes 100 days to create a single pen.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $1,090.00  
 
 
 
 

GenevaSound L - White 

OMAS Wild pen 
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Description: From Switzerland, GenevaSound is “furniture music” – a renewed 
fusion of home entertainment and home décor that brings technology and design 
full circle. Visually, Geneva is a classic design statement. But beyond its striking 
simplicity, Geneva’s clean lines embody an advanced acoustical array that’s won 
the highest marks from leading audio reviewers. One look at GenevaSound reveals 
why it’s sold in leading design and fashion houses from Milan to Manhattan. Listen 
to Geneva Sound and you’ll know why its patented audio engineering is found in 
recording studios that repeatedly win Grammies and Oscars. Never before have 
such a variety of functions been integrated into one compact cabinet - a complete, 
powerful hifi system with a slot-loading CD player, an iPod-iPhone dock, a radio 
tuner with digital presets, and line-in jacks. 
Price: $979.00  
 
 
 
 

Thermique Towel Warmer 

 
 
Description: Thermique Towel Warmers are designed with beautiful heated glass 
in a colorful, freestanding frame. Only Thermique allows you to drape towels and 

GenevaSound L, Plays iPod, CD with built in FM and line in for other 
devises 

The Thermique Heated Glass Towel Warmer is a beautiful addition to any 
home decor. 
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linens directly over heated glass. The glass itself radiates warmth so fabrics are 
perfectly heated. Thermique heated glass is a stylish design element that enhances 
the appearance of your home, unlike the metal radiator bars used in competing 
towel warmers. Frames are available a variety of colors and finishes to match any 
décor. Thermique Towel Warmers are ideal for the bathroom, by the pool, in the 
laundry room for drying delicates, in the bedroom for blankets and comforters, and 
more. Visit the Thermique online store at www.ThermiqueTowelWarmers.com. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $899.00 to $1,299.00 
 
 
 
 

Scandyna Drops 

 
 
Description: With a goal of never making compromises on the sound, even though 
adding a fresh and innovative design based on organic forms, true and amazing 
products come alive. The sound of The drop take the best of the Scandyna 
technology. Our vision is to reproduce superb sound quality and it is our effort to 
make your listening experience a true blessing. With a selection of 6 powerful 
colours and with four different ways to place your speaker, you get a maximum of 
flexibility to choose from. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $849.00  
 
 
 
 

Miele S7 Upright Vacuum Cleaner 

Drops in Blue 
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Description: It took 80 years of Miele vacuum innovation and six years of 
engineering perseverance to forever change the way an upright vacuum cleaner is 
perceived. S7 by Miele breaks the boundaries between upright and canister – 
combining the very best of both worlds into one ultra maneuverable design. Its 
patented new SwivelNeck™ technology, with power-steering capability, allows the 
user to effortlessly move the vacuum in any direction – even laying flat to the floor – 
with an extremely low profile that glides under beds, tables and more.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $799.00 to $949.00 
 
 
 
 

Organic Sleep Systems 

Miele S7 Upright Vacuum 
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Description: The Tufted Organic Innerspring mattress, employs traditional Bonnell 
style coils surrounded with quilted layers of organic cotton and wool that with extra 
tufting, achieve a truly firm mattress. The coils have not been treated with any oils 
or chemicals. Proudly crafted in Canada. Mattress Features and Specifications 
include: -Tufted construction preventing padding migration and maximizing 
longevity -Carded Organic Cotton adds comfort -A layer of pure wool acts as a 
natural dust-mite repellent and flame retardant -inner tufting eliminates dust pockets 
and adds firmness -Cover is 8 oz. Organic Cotton damask fabric -Brass air vents -
Electrically tempered steel -14 gauge Bonnel style coils; 360 coils for twin size, 510 
coils for full size, 608 coils for queen size and 768 coils for king size 10 Year 
Limited Warranty Coverage: Stitches pulled out of quilting, body indentations of 1.5 
inches or greater and excessively lumpy feeling.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $600.00 to $750.00 
 
 
 
 

Casa Cristina Mattress Line Now Available At Mattress Giant Stores  

 
 
Description: Mattress Giant Corporation launched Emmy award-winning journalist 
Cristina Saralegui’s Casa Cristina line of mattresses nationwide. The two models, 
Encanto and Esencia, are both entirely hypoallergenic, with moisture absorbent and 
breathable 100% natural cashmere, silk and bamboo coverings. The Esencia 
mattress cover also contains aloe, which holds antibacterial properties for a more 
hygienic sleep. These two styles are part of their Eco-Comfort® initiative, which is a 
green strategy that reflects their commitment to leave the smallest environmental 
footprint as possible. The Casa Cristina Mattress Collection will be available at 
Mattress Giant’s 360 retail stores, making it the first bedding retailer of its size to 
offer the affordably priced mattress line to consumers.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $579.99 to $1,099.99 
 
 
 
 

Articulating Wall Arm For 32" To 50" LCD And Plasma Screens  

Organic Tufted mattress 

The Essencia model is entirely hypoallergenic, with moisture absorbent and 
breathable 100% natural cashmere, silk and bamboo coverings. The 

mattress cover also contains aloe, which holds antibacterial properties for a 
more hygienic sleep.  
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Description: The new SmartMount® 700 Series Arms are more than just another 
pretty mount. With a full 1” of internal cable management and color-coded electrical 
and A/V component knock-outs, the new SA750PU provides the most cable 
management in the industry for a truly clean installation. Its double stud, single arm 
design allows for up to 10.75” of horizontal adjustment of perfect screen placement. 
The SA750PU is UL-listed to hold up to 4 times the stated load capacity. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $499.00  
 
 
 
 

Memory Master Turntable 

 
 
Description: Finally, a way to record vinyl to CD without tangled wires or extensive 
computer expertise. With Crosley's Memory Master simply put on your LP or pop in 

SA750PU - Articulating Wall Arm for 32" to 50" LCD and Plasma Screens 

Crosley's CR24001A Memory Master turntable can do it all - burn vinyl to CD 
in one touch, as well as record your records to digital files with the USB port 
and included software. Plus, it plays CDs, all record speeds, AM/FM radio, 

and cassette tapes! 
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a cassette, load a blank CD and press 'record.' Users will appreciate its three 
speeds (33-1/3, 45 and 78rpm) so you can play and record your entire collection. 
For those computer-savvy collectors, the Memory Master is USB enabled for 
connection to a PC and includes a software suite for ripping and editing audio 
content. With its handsome cabinet, this system harkens back to the golden days 
while still nodding to the technology of the 21st century. The Memory Master also 
allows you to simply spin records, play cassettes and CDs, or tune into your favorite 
station on the analog AM/FM tuner for hours of nostalgic enjoyment. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $449.95  
 
 
 
 

Blendtec Total Blender 

 
 
Description: The Total Blender is the all-in-one appliance that makes smoothies, 
fresh juice, ice cream, milkshakes, cappuccinos, margaritas, soups, sauces, bread 
dough, dressings, salsas and more! It replaces up to 9 other appliances with one 
fast easy-to-use machine, at a fraction of the cost. You've seen the unique square 
jar before; for years blending professionals have used Blendtec machines in the 
best coffee shops, juice bars, gyms, and restaurants around the world. Blendtec 
machines are known for producing the best, most consistent results in taste and 
texture. With the Total Blender, you'll enjoy the same great results in your home! 
Visit the Website 
Price: $400.00 to $600.00 
 
 
 
 

Bowron Wool Rugs - Octo, Sixto, Quarto & Single 

Black Blendtec Total Blender 
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Description: A Bowron wool area rug is a very trendy, yet inexpensive, option 
when trying to create a tranquil contemporary feel in your home. Bowron wool area 
rugs are naturally white, heavenly, and fluffy, like a blissful cloud--and can add a 
striking accent to any room. Primarily placed on the floor, also use Bowron longwool 
aesthetically as a throw on a couch, bench, or bed. So soft, mothers even put 
longwool Bowron in cribs for their infants to sleep on. Take advantage of these low 
holiday prices. Act fast to save a total of 50-55% off the original price and receive 
FREE next day shipping (within the U.S.)! Octo, Sixto, Quarto and Single wool 
Bowron rugs on GoShopUs.com are marked down 35-40%. Get another 15% off 
your purchase with Coupon Code: Bowron 
Visit the Website 
Price: $373.99  
 
 
 
 

Eco And Pet Friendly Hebridean Wool Blanket 

 
 
Description: From Scotland's mystical Isle of Iona, very limited production eco-
friendly wool blankets. Only the fleece of 2/3 of a single, pedigreed and award 
winning flock of 150 rare breed Hebridean sheep being shorn annually is used - 
each blanket numbered against the total of approximately 40 in any given year. 
Extraordinary in quality and beauty of concept, linked to ancient Scotland through 
the fleece of this indigenous breed, Angelhair blankets are naturally coloured 100% 
wool the same bittersweet chocolate brown as peat making them immune to your 
best friend jumping up to snuggle with you. Turn the thermostat down and cuddle 
up under the incredibly silky texture. Hand woven on adjoining Isle of Mull. 
Angelhair measures approximately 64 x 74 inches, exclusive of lush hand twisted 
fringe ends.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $360.00  
 
 
 
 

Contemporary Furniture 

From Left: Bowron Octo Wool Rug; Bowron Sixto Wool Rug; and Bowron 
Quarto Wool Rug. Save 15% off with coupon code: Bowron 

Colin shelters his love with Angelhair 
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Description: I am a u.k based designer maker of high end bespoke contemporary 
furniture for both the home and the office. My current Industryindesign collection of 
contemporary furniture is inspired by the world of industrial architecture and 
environments. I am able to provide a personal design service for clients to cater for 
all thier design needs. To see more please view my website 
www.kevinhallsworth.co.uk. I welcome any comments regarding my designs and 
look forward to hearing from you 
Visit the Website 
Price: $350.00 to $2,500.00 
 
 
 
 

Soft, Luxurious Handwoven Throws 

 
 
Description: Luxury takes on a benevolent meaning with these exceptionally soft 
throws. A group of Peruvian artisans, whom designer Karen Chien met while on a 
soul-searching journey in South America, hand weave these throws in three remote 
location in the Peruvian Andes. The weavers and finishers spend from 3 hours to an 
entire day meticulously crafting each throw. While over 160 people, including many 
workers who are hearing-impaired, benefit financially from the work performed, the 
plan is to continually offer working opportunities to these exceptionally talented 
artisans who've created these lush herringbone throws. Available in a variety of 
colors and patterns. 

the industryindesign collection 

CheekyLiving - Herringbone Throws 
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Visit the Website 
Price: $315.00  
 
 
 
 

Levolor Custom Drapery 

 
 
Description: Levolor Window Fashions, the most recognized brand in the window 
decor industry, recently entered a new product category with an all-new custom 
drapery collection. This collection focuses on designer style made easy by offering 
consumers an easy 1-2-3 shopping process, collection groupings by style and 
inspiration tips. Levolor's new collection features 105 fabrics, including traditional, 
eclectic, casual and contemporary patterns and designs. Up to 10 free swatches 
can be ordered at www.levolor.com to make choosing the right fabric easy. 
Consumers can choose from eight drapery styles, three valance options and two 
cornice options within Levolor's new collection. Levolor's new custom drapery 
collection is available at select retailers. Consumers can visit www.levolor.com to 
find retail locations in their area. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $300.00 to $600.00 
 
 
 
 

ZBoost Cell Phone Signal Booster 

Levolor Rothchild Collection 
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Description: The zBoost Car Unit captures cell phone signal outside of your car 
and amplifies it on the inside to create a better signal. The dual band unit works with 
both 1900MHz and 800 MHz phones and extends a Wi-Ex Cell Zone for a single 
user in the car with no physical connection to the phone. It supports voice calls or 
data services and works with all phones and carriers except Nextel. The unit 
extends the cell phone range up to 10 times the signal strength with no wires 
connected to the cell phone. This allows miles and miles of uninterrupted voice and 
data transmission. Other benefits include extending the battery life, reducing or 
eliminating dropped calls and increasing wireless applications such as instant 
messaging, 3G high-speed data, picture mail and more. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $299.99  
 
 
 
 

High Quality Interior Design, Starting At Just $299 Per Room 

 
 
Description: The website, www.DesignerAtHOME.com (DAH), offers a 
revolutionary online system enabling clients to achieve their personal design goals 
for their unique homes as they work interactively with a team of professional 
designers through questionnaires, photos and measurements, ultimately saving 
thousands of dollars in full-service interior design fees. DAH delivers first-class 

zBoost Car Unit: Extending Cell Zones 

DesignerAtHOME website & Room Design Package 
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design plans, giving clients the convenience of putting the room together at their 
own pace, as budgets permit. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $299.00 to $2,000.00 
 
 
 
 

Lulan Artisans Luminescence Box Pillows  

 
 
Description: Luminescence 100 percent hand-woven, hand-dyed silk box pillows 
from Lulan™ Artisans available in an assortment of colors, retail for $285 each. 
Headquartered in Charleston, S.C., and founded in 2004, Lulan Artisans,™ 
designers and producers of luxurious, handwoven, hand-dyed sustainable textiles 
that elegantly merge original contemporary designs with centuries-old Southeast 
Asian techniques, is a unique collaboration between Charleston-based architect / 
designer Eve Blossom and a group of gifted artisans located throughout Southeast 
Asia. The manufacturing program includes hand-dyeing, loom set up and hand-
weaving; its holistic design approach honors the rhythms, growth cycles and 
regional specificity of its all-natural materials. Dyes are natural or low-impact to be 
as environmentally sensitive as possible. Primary goals are sustainable business 
practices, creating economically viable livelihoods and improving the quality of life 
for its artisans, their families and their villages.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $285.00  
 
 
 
 

Natura's Classic 4 Pack Crib Set 

Lulan™ Artisans Luminescence Box Pillows  
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Description: The 4 Pack Classic Crib Set gives baby a naturally healthy and 
soothing sleep environment, free of harmful chemicals and off gassing. Made with 
pure and renewable resources, it provides the perfect balance of safety, 
functionality and comfort for your little one. Features: Includes comforter, bumper 
pad, crib sheet and crib skirt Safe for Baby’s fragile respiratory system Fully 
breathable; no harmful chemicals, toxins, or off gassing Made with all natural 
materials for healthy, sound sleep Controls temperature to insulate without 
overheating Naturally hypoallergenic, breathable and flame retardant Fits standard 
size cribs  
Visit the Website 
Price: $232.50  
 
 
 
 

PRG Precision Gear Projector Mount 

 
 
Description: Peerless' PRG-UNV Precision Gear Projector Mount is changing the 
way image alignment is done. The patent-pending precision gear design provides 
exact tilt and roll image positioning with a simple turn of a knob. Once the precision 

Natura's Classic 4 Pack Crib Set 

PRG-UNV 
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gear is set to the desired position it stays securely in place. It will not shift during 
projector maintenance, bulb replacement, and will not loosen or change alignment 
due to vibration, accidental bumping etc. With Peerless' PRG Precision Gear 
Projector Mount simply set it and forget it. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $229.00  
 
 
 
 

Yumi & Laurie  

 
 
Description: Yumi & Laurie blanQuettes™ are beautiful, stylish, and eco-friendly 
throws for the home. The Y&L blanQuette™ is made of the finest 100% organic 
cotton and bamboo fibers and are machine washable as well as anti-microbial, 
making them safe for allergy-sufferers. People whom already own a cozy and 
comfortable Y&L blanQuette™ swear that they can no longer watch a movie, nap, 
or read a book without it. Y&L blanQuettes™ are also great for travel, as they are 
light and packable…perfect for the chilly airplane or cruising on the open water.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $225.00 to $235.00 
 
 
 
 

Articulating Wall Arm For 22" To 40" LCD Screens 

"Laguna" Collection 
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Description: It’s easy to get the best viewing options when you can effortlessly pull 
out the screen from the wall, position it in almost any direction, even turn it around 
corners and then smoothly return it to the wall when finished. Effortlessly adjust the 
tilt with just a touch and level the screen at any time, even after installation. With 
integrated cable management, cords and cables are never in the way - even when 
extending and retracting the screen. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $219.99  
 
 
 
 

Universal Tilt Wall Mount For 32" To 50" Plasma And LCD Flat Panel Screens 

 
 
Description: Easily install large screens with this simple, intuitive mounting 
solution. It's simple three step installation combined with its tool-less one-touch tilt 
angle adjustment enables flat panel screens to be installed and adjusted quickly. 
Cables and cords are easily managed behind the screen with large access ports in 
the wall plate. For perfect screen positioning, center the screen by smoothly sliding 
it along the wall plates horizontal rails. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $169.99  
 
 
 
 

Stylish Toy Box Bench 

PA740 - Articulating Wall Arm for 22" to 40" LCD Screens 

PT650 - Universal Tilt Wall Mount for 32" to 50" Plasma and LCD Flat Panel 
Screens 
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Description: Keep toys neat & tidy with this stylish, functional and fun toy bench. 
Featuring an illustrated seat back design with ball bats, spinning soccer ball, 
basketball, football, baseball and hockey puck, and a real chalkboard scoreboard, 
this toy box is perfect for your little all- star! The toy box also features a slow-closing 
metal safety hinge so little fingers don't get hurt. In addition to All Star Sports, there 
are more themes to choose from including Firefighter, Musical, Princess and Rock-
A-My-Baby.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $169.95  
 
 
 
 

Painted Pet Portraits 

 
 
Description: Michigan artist Kimberly Kelly Santini paints one pet portrait daily, and 
shares the images and a brief story on her project blog 
www.PaintingaDogaDay.com. These paintings are intimate treasures, each an 
original work of art, and a wonderful way to commemorate or memorialize that 
special relationship with your 4-legged companion. Paintings can also be made 
using dog collars, tags, a special toy, or any other ephemera. Inquiries to 
ksantini@turtledovedesigns.com. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $159.00 to $529.00 
 

Toys are fun unless they're scattered around the house! 

"Little Britches," 6" x 12", Boxer puppy portrait. 
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The GeoEthic SeaCell Emotion Pillow By Magniflex  

 
 
Description: On Valentines’ Day we dream of romance and feeling closer to the 
one we love. Relationship experts say that pillow talk actually creates a chemical 
reaction that increases feelings of intimacy. The GeoEthic SeaCell Emotion Pillow 
by Magniflex ($159) is a new eco-friendly pillow that would provide the perfect 
setting for pillow talk. The SeaCell Emotion pillow is made of Ecogreen – a 
formulation that combines essential oils and water expanded polyurethane. The 
pillow also contains Geomemory foam – infused with Aloe Vera, vitamins and amino 
acids which are great for the skin. On the outside, its removable cover is comprised 
of renewable algae fiber that hinders the formation of free radicals that disturb 
normal cellular activity. www.magniflex.com  
Visit the Website 
Price: $159.00  
 
 
 
 

Brondell Eco-Friendly Toilet Seats 

The GeoEthic SeaCell Emotion Pillow by Magniflex  
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Description: Brondell.com manufacturer's luxurious and eco-friendly toilet seats 
that eliminate toilet paper usage anywhere from 50 - 100%. The Swash 800 series 
can be found in high-end hotels such as The Westin Chicago and Ritz Carlton, Half 
Moon Bay. The Swash series include bidets, internal dryer to eliminate the need for 
toilet paper, heated seat for those cold winter mornings and is battery operated with 
a remote control (not available on all units). The Breeza line has a first of its kind 
deodarizer perfect for those embarrasing moments.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $155.00 to $920.00 
 
 
 
 

Handmade Swarovski Crystal Designs 

Swash Ecoseat 
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Description: CrystalNinja specializes in designing original, handmade works of art 
using "Crystallized - Swarovski Elements". Any design can be created onto any 
item. Designs range from simple solid fills to exquisite portraits of a pet or loved one 
onto: Cellphones, Laptops, Shoes, Clothing, Cars, Champagne bottles, just to name 
a few. CrystalNinja has received awards from "Crystallized - Swarovski Elements" 
and is the sole designer of Bling-My-Thing.com, USA division. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $150.00 to $4,500.00 
 
 
 
 

Handmade Jaipur Quilt 

 
 
Description: product Description In a traditional paisley print, this peach Jaipur quilt 
has an attractive two-toned piping all around. Measuring 85 x 105 inches, it has a 
different design on either side so you can swap sides as you like. Its ultra light 
weight and luxurious warmth make for utmost comfort.The Indian city of Jaipur is 
famous for its grand palaces as well as its extremely light weight, hand made quilts. 
The quilts are made using the finest quality cotton. They feel wispy light but once 
you are wrapped in them, you are snug and warm. Perfect as throws in winter, you 
could use Jaipur quilts almost anywhere – in your bedroom, car or even on sofas.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $140.00  
 

Crystallized Products and Bling Poker Case, Photo: 
www.inniscaseyphoto.com 

Handmade Jaipur Quilt 
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Dog Tags By Motherboard Gifts & More 

 
 
Description: The Motherboard Gifts & More dog tags are an elegant upgrade of the 
military-style name plate. Inlaid green and copper circuitry brilliantly contrasts the 
sterling silver casing with soldered bale and 20” sterling silver 2 mm ball chain 
which is included. The dog tag measures 2 ½” top to bottom and is 1 1/8” wide. A 
complimentary engraving of up to three initials is available on the smooth, polished 
back surface of the plate.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $139.99  
 
 
 
 

Ty Pennington Style Snowflake Dinnerware 

 
 
Description: With his first ever holiday collection, Ty Pennington has simple, easy 
ways to make the 2008 holiday season sparkle, all available at Sears. Transform 
your home into a winter wonderland by using snowflake-themed ornaments and 

Motherboard Dog tags in sterling silver casings expand the constellation of 
gifts now offered by the Chicago-area firm that has made its name 

manufacturing high-end gifts since 1991.  

Ty Pennington Style Snowflake Dinnerware 
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decorations. Hang sparkly snowflakes in windows or door frames, and apply self-
adhesive snowflakes to windows. Contrast a rich, bold hue with a clean, bright 
neutral or metallic for the most dazzling effect. If decorating a tree, use snowflake 
ornaments, tin icicles and a few blue or purple ornaments. Sprinkle or spray artificial 
snow on the tree and under it to complete the snowy look. Trade in your everyday 
tableware for silver-and-white Ty Pennington Style snowflake dinnerware, 
glassware with sophisticated silver accents, Ty Pennington Style placemats and a 
matching runner. Make a centerpiece by spray-painting the pot of a white poinsettia 
blue or silver, or arrange a large bouquet of white roses in a sparkling vase. White 
candles in snowflake candleholders placed strategically throughout the room also 
make a great accent. White icicle lights or snowflake lights can be draped over 
windows and doors, fireplace mantles, trees or across porches and decks to 
complete the look.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $129.99  
 
 
 
 

Stepping Stone Silk Pillows From Lulan Artisans 

 
 
Description: Add a touch of serenity to your home with the Stepping Stone pillows. 
Available from Lulan™ Artisans, designers and producers of luxurious yet 
sustainable textiles for the home, these 100% hand-woven, hand-dyed, silk pillows 
provide a natural accent. Created by master weavers in Southeast Asia, these 
pillows are priced from $129-$279. Lulan products are available through designer 
showrooms and select specialty retailers. For more information, call 843-722-0118 
or visit www.lulan.com. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $129.00 to $279.00 
 
 
 
 

Lulanâ�¢ Artisans Stepping Stone Pillows  

Stepping Stone silk pillows available in a variety of shapes, sizes and colors 
range from $129 to $279 through Lulan™ Artisans designer showrooms. 
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Description: Stepping Stone 100 percent handwoven, hand-dyed silk pillows from 
Lulan™ Artisans available in a variety of shapes, sizes and colors. Headquartered 
in Charleston, S.C., and founded in 2004, Lulan Artisans,™ designers and 
producers of luxurious, handwoven, hand-dyed sustainable textiles that elegantly 
merge original contemporary designs with centuries-old Southeast Asian 
techniques, is a unique collaboration between Charleston-based architect / designer 
Eve Blossom and a group of gifted artisans located throughout Southeast Asia. The 
manufacturing program includes hand-dyeing, loom set up and hand-weaving; its 
holistic design approach honors the rhythms, growth cycles and regional specificity 
of its all-natural materials. Dyes are natural or low-impact to be as environmentally 
sensitive as possible. Primary goals are sustainable business practices, creating 
economically viable livelihoods and improving the quality of life for its artisans, their 
families and their villages.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $129.00 to $279.00 
 
 
 
 

Natura World's Duvet Mate 

 
 
Description: Conveniently compact and portable, Natura World’s Duvet Mate 
($125) features a lightweight duvet that folds easily and neatly into a throw pillow, 

Lulan™ Artisans Stepping Stone Pillows 

Duvet Mate $125 
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eliminating the look of messy throws and blankets. Filled with a silky batt of Natura 
Smart Wool™ and covered in soft, unbleached100% cotton, the Duvet Mate also 
has a cozy foot pocket to protect feet from the cold winter weather. 
www.naturaworld.com  
Visit the Website 
Price: $125.00  
 
 
 
 

AeroBed® Raised Quick-Inflate Bed 

 
 
Description: SmartBargains.com offers an instantly rewarding online shopping 
experience that’s easy and fun. They offer favored brands at smart low prices. 
Every bargain can be returned within 30 days for your money back, so you can 
always shop with confidence. The AeroBed® Raised Quick-Inflate Bed is available 
at SmartBargains.com and is an ideal gift option. The portable, inflatable sleeping 
solution you love is now offered in a bed-height version! The AeroBed® Raised is 
more than twice the height of the original AeroBed air-filled bed. It comes with its 
own pump and a carry sack. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $124.99 to $149.99 
 
 
 
 

1000TC 100% Egyptian Cotton Single-Ply Sheet Set - Available At 
SmartBargains.com 

AeroBed® Raised Quick-Inflate Bed - Available at SmartBargains.com 
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Description: SmartBargains.com offers an instantly rewarding online shopping 
experience that’s easy and fun. They offer favored brands at smart low prices. 
Every bargain can be returned within 30 days for your money back, so you can 
always shop with confidence. Available at SmartBargains.com, these premium 
sheets offer a double treat. The 1000TC 100% Egyptian Cotton Single-Ply Sheet 
Set is made of the softest cotton on earth. They're woven with single-ply yarns in a 
high thread count, which means they're heavyweight and long-lasting. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $119.99  
 
 
 
 

A/V Component Shelf  

 
 
Description: A versatile solution that not only looks great, but let’s you easily 
incorporate A/V components into virtually any environment. This flexible and space-
saving shelf gets A/V components organized and out of the way. It offers a low-
profile solution that mounts to two studs allowing you to center components under 
the screen, completing the picture-perfect installation. * Double-stud installation 
allows A/V equipment to be centered directly underneath flat panel TV * Compact 
design is ideal for smaller spaces or A/V closets * 100 lb load capacity allows 
stacking of all components * Decorative snap-on covers conceal all mounting 
hardware * Adjustable width up to 18” and depth range of 15” to 23” accommodate 
even largest receivers, multi-disk DVD players * Leveling feature ensures 
equipment is always level * Embossed arms with screw holes secure components 
to shelf 
Visit the Website 

1000TC 100% Egyptian Cotton Single-Ply Sheet Set - Available at 
SmartBargains.com 

PS200 - A/V Component Shelf 
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Price: $119.99  
 
 
 
 

Eco-Luxury Fur 

 
 
Description: Rugs, pillows and throws made of the world's most eco-friendly fur. 
Hand made and luxurious, this is the softer side of leather. Purchase of this product 
helps abate an ecological problem caused by this invasive species in New Zealand. 
Initially brought to New Zealand in the 1800's to establish a fur trade (3rd warmest 
fur, 2nd strongest leather), the Paihamu's population spiraled to 70 million and now 
native species are threatened. Plush, silky and soft, this is perfect for your city loft 
or your ski cabin! 
Visit the Website 
Price: $100.00 to $2,800.00 
 
 
 
 

Rare Maps 

 

shorn throw 

1872 map of California and San Francisco 
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Description: Brooklyn in the 19th century? Texas for the Lone Star state transplant 
in your life? A map of Kyoto for the Japanophile friend? A horoscope map for the 
astrology fan for as little ast $125? Rare maps are distinctive art gifts with history, 
sophisticated appeal and beauty for clients or for the traveler in your life, and they 
start as low as $100.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $100.00 to $10,000.00 
 
 
 
 

Sure Fit Stretch Pique Slipcover 

 
 
Description: The weather’s getting chilly, and soon it’ll be curl up with a DVD and 
hot chocolate prime time. But who wants to snuggle on a scratchy couch? This 
holiday season, give the gift of an instant living room makeover. You can transform 
an old and worn sofa to luxe and plush with this Stretch Pique Slipcover from Sure 
Fit. It fits furniture like a glove, and comes in warm, rich colors like garnet and 
chocolate. It’s simple to put on, fits all sizes and is machine washable. Your “new” 
sofa will be so soft and cozy, you may never leave the house. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $100.00 to $140.00 
 
 
 
 

Threads For Life Ayurvedic Blanket 

Sure Fit Stretch Pique Slipcover 
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Description: Threads for Life new Ayurvedic Blankets are the perfect combination 
of comfort and luxury--made with 100% organic cotton, woven, and infused by hand 
with healing plants and herbs from India. Available in four different remedies—
Relax Sleep, Immune Booster, Aches & Pains, and Skin Renewal--and sold in two 
sizes, 88” x 92” ($225) and 50” x 46” ($148), the blankets can be purchased online 
at: www.threadsforlife.com  
Visit the Website 
Price: $100.00 to $230.00 
 
 
 
 

Sure Fit Stain Resistant Furniture Covers 

 
 
Description: For a quick, family-friendly way to save sofas from spills, stains, and 
so much more, Sure Fit has a new line of Supreme Twill Slipcovers with 
Scotchguard. These slipcovers feature a stain- and wrinkle-resistant fabric and 
stand up to wear and tear from kids and pets. Thanks to Scotchgard™ fabric 

Threads for Life Ayurvedic Blanket 

Sure Fit Twill Supreme in Coffee 
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protector, spills actually bead up and are wiped away easily, and its dual action 
combines repellency and stain release. Supreme Twill Slipcovers are available for a 
budget-friendly $99.99, much cheaper than replacing your old couch and are 
available in a variety of colors. Sure Fit’s variety of soft, durable, and machine 
washable slip covers make it easy to switch looks for seasons, freshen up old, kid-
worn furniture or protect newer pieces from messy little hands and feet.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $99.99  
 
 
 
 

GelPro Anti-Fatigue Kitchen Mat 

 
 
Description: Looking to spice up the romance this Valentine's Day? Give the chef 
in your life something to go with the candle lit dinner. The stylish, yet comfortable 
GelPro anti-fatigue kitchen mat is sure to encourage romantic home-cooked meals 
all year round. GelPro’s vibrant crocodile mat in red is a perfect Valentine’s Day gift 
choice for anyone who loves to cook. The GelPro Mat is truly redefining healthy 
cooking. Its patented anti-fatigue gel comfort technology reduces pain and 
increases blood flow, creating a more relaxing and enjoyable cooking experience. 
As anyone that enjoys cooking knows, it typically means spending more time in the 
kitchen, standing on hard flooring for several hours at a time. Unfortunately, this 
results in nagging neck, back and foot pain. The GelPro Mat has already solved this 
problem for many household cooks and is a product that pros like Martha Stewart 
and the Barefoot Contessa depend on in their own kitchens. As comfortable as they 
are stylish, the GelPro Mat comes in a variety of colors and styles to fit every 
kitchen décor. To view the entire selection of GelPro Mat’s, please visit 
www.GelPro.com. Show your Valentine you really care by giving a practical gift that 
can be used all year.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $99.95 to $299.95 
 
 
 
 

DoubleUps For Beds  

Single Crocodile in Red *Available in the Neiman Marcus catalog and at 
www.gelpro.com  
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Description: DoubleUps for Beds is the newest, smartest, way to get beauty sleep 
every night - no matter who you share your bed with. This bedding line includes 
split-flat sheets and comforters that offer independent movement freedom - while 
still connected by a foot-of-the-bed sew box! These sheets and comforters look 
seamless when the bed is made up... yet each partner can pull away all night long 
and not affect the other's 'share of the sheets.' Sheets and comforters are available 
in a variety of colors and 200 to 600 thread count.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $96.95 to $369.95 
 
 
 
 

BeautyScoop 

 
 
Description: BeautyScoop is an edible doctor-developed, clinically proven, safe 
and effective whole body beauty infusion, that boosts the body's own regenerative 
power to reduce the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles, add shine to hair and 
strengthen nails. In clinical studies, 86% of users reported improvement of their 
skin, hair and nails - all three areas- within 3 weeks! BeautyScoop is natural and 
vegetable-based, and made in a US at an organic-certified factory. As a pure 
powder for maximum absorption, BeautyScoop can be mixed into any beverage - 
hot or cold - to provide rapid and long-lasting results.  
Visit the Website 

DoubleUps for Beds  

A box of BeautyScoop contains a 21 day supply! 
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Price: $95.00  
 
 
 
 

Natura's Snuggletop Pet Bed 

 
 
Description: Natura Wool on Top™ Cover: The Natura Wool on Top™ cover is 
made from fleecy, exposed Natura Smart Wool™ surface and has soft terry cotton 
on the sides and bottom. It creates insulating warmth to keep your pet comfortable 
in both hot and cold seasons. Natura Smart Wool wicks away moisture and 
humidity to protect against bacteria that causes odors. Cover is removable for easy 
care. Talalay latex core: Made with 100% latex, the pet bed provides cushioning 
support and takes the stress of bones and joints, making the beds especially 
beneficial for older or arthritic pets. Natura Pet beds contour the body for soothing 
relief, but do not take a body set, providing even support that won’t hollow out  
Visit the Website 
Price: $85.00 to $335.00 
 
 
 
 

Allover Soft Suede Leather Shag Rug 

 
 
Description: Give a room an electrifying kick with the addition of a stylish leather 
shag rug. Leather shag area rugs are making a groovy comeback and make a 

Natura's Snuggletop Pet Bed 

Discount Leather Shag Rugs in Multiple Colors and Sizes at GoShopUs.com. 
Save 10% OFF with coupon code: gsusavings 
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perfect contemporary accent floor covering. Online shoppers can always rely on 
receiving the best value on premium suede leather rugs from GoShopUs.com. 
FREE next day shipping within the USA. To save 10% off your purchase, at 
checkout enter coupon code gsusavings. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $79.99  
 
 
 
 

Xlink Cellular Gateway 

 
 
Description: Looking to cancel your landline but like having a home phone? The 
Xlink products, by Xtreme Technologies Corporation (www.myxlink.com) provide 
consumers with a solution for this difficult situation. The Xlink connects to your 
home phone and transfers all incoming calls from your cell phone to your home 
phone system via Bluetooth technology. You can make outgoing and receive 
incoming calls from any of the three cell phone lines simulatneously communicating 
with the Xlink. No landline service required, just the home phone. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $79.00 to $99.99 
 
 
 
 

Bamboo Bathrobe 

Cancel your landline but keep the home phone! 
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Description: this robe is 4X more absorbent then cotton while giving you the feel of 
cashmere. When your bamboo garment finishes it's useful life, it can be returned to 
the earth, as it is 100% biodegradable. Maintains amazing longevity of 300 plus 
washes. Has silky outside finish with two deep pockets and large belt loops. Hoods 
avail. Pamper yourself with one of these robes, or give one as a gift. You'll never 
have to buy another robe again with our Lifetime guarantee!  
Visit the Website 
Price: $75.00 to $135.00 
 
 
 
 

Stitch'T Creates Quilts (and More!) From Your Very Own Collection Of T-
shirts.  

 
 
Description: Do you ever wonder what to do with all those t-shirts you've accrued 
over the years that (sadly) no longer fit but with which you just cant seem to part? 
Cluttered closets are now a thing of the past with stitch'T. Get organized, recycle 
your shirts and send them to us -- in weeks you'll have neat and tidy closets and a 
custom keepsake made from your memories! stitch'T products make wonderful 
holiday gifts for the entire family! The best part is, you can feel good about keeping 
our planet a little greener and cleaner.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $70.00 to $500.00 
 
 
 
 

PrimaLoft Blanket With Satin Trim 

Robe with model 

stitch'T - twin size custom T-shirt quilt 
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Description: The PrimaLoft Blanket with Satin trim is featured in a pastel color 
palette. Many customers love these because these can tuck under the mattress - 
almost like sheets. These also work great when paired with a comforter for a turn 
down 'hotel' look with the satin trim showing through. The blankets are available in 
various colors. Available in Light Purple (Lavender), Pink, Light Mint, Light Blue 
(Sky), White and Ivory. You are sure to find a color to fit your decor. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $69.99 to $99.99 
 
 
 
 

Pamper Me Gift Set 

 
 
Description: Kick back and relax with a luxurious collection of fair trade products—
soothing shower gels, scented vegetable oil soaps and a soap dish, organic tea, a 
soy candle and refreshing jute exfoliater/body massager. This gift pack features spa 
products from the Enterprising Kitchen, Numi Tea and a Greater Gift. The 
Enterprising Kitchen is a Chicago-based nonprofit social enterprise that provides 
workforce development and support services to women who are working toward 
self-sufficiency and economic independence. The business enables lower-income 
women who have been unemployed and underemployed to learn valuable work 
skills while making luxurious spa products like soaps, shower gels and soy candles. 
The goal is to move these women into sustainable employment after 6-12 months.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $65.99  
 
 
 

PrimaLoft Blanket with Satin Trim 

Pamper Me Gift Set 
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Shoe Wheel 

 
 
Description: The Shoe Wheel is a rolodex for your shoes. Spinning free from all 
traditional storage systems, the Shoe Wheel is an ingeniously designed mobile 
storage unit with 20 expandable pockets that can hold up to 30 pairs of shoes 
depending on the type and size of shoe. Best of all, it's very simple to use. Shoes 
are inserted into the pockets through elastic bands, which secure them snugly into 
place. The pockets are easily adjustable to fit a variety of shoes-sneakers, high 
heels and flats. Just rotate the Shoe Wheel to make a selection.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $65.00  
 
 
 
 

Colorful 300TC Cotton Just Like Down Blanket - Available At 
SmartBargains.com 

 

Shoe Wheel in silver 

Colorful 300TC Cotton Just Like Down Blanket - Available at 
SmartBargains.com 
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Description: SmartBargains.com offers an instantly rewarding online shopping 
experience that’s easy and fun. They offer favored brands at smart low prices. 
Every bargain can be returned within 30 days for your money back, so you can 
always shop with confidence. Available at SmartBargains.com, the Colorful 300TC 
Cotton Just Like Down Blanket is a wonderful gift. It offers the cocoon-like comfort 
of fluffy down without the hassle. These blankets will wrap anyone up and coax 
them to sleep with their lightweight design and pure cotton covers. Choose from a 
variety of colors, while supplies last. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $59.99  
 
 
 
 

Todd English Hard Anodized By GreenPan™ 11" Gourmet Square Grill Pan 

 
 
Description: Enhance your cooking with the Todd English Hard Anodized by 
GreenPan 11" Gourmet Square Grill Pan. The ceramic-based, nano nonstick 
coating in this versatile pan doesn't contain any PTFE, and isn't manufactured with 
PFOA. Ideal for quick, convenient and healthier cooking, this nonstick grill pan is 
incredibly heat-resistant and won't wear out even at temperatures as high as 850º. 
Plus, you'll never have to outside to start grilling! 
Visit the Website 
Price: $59.90  
 
 
 
 

Peruvian Espiga Red Square Tray 

GreenPan Grill Pan 
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Description: From Coffee table to your dinning table, this beautiful tray is an 
exquisite example of Peruvian reverse glass painting. Made by artisans of 
exemplary skills and talent, it measures 12 inches x 12 inches and has handles and 
ball feet for the raised elegant placement. This reverse glass painted tray comes is 
Espiga Red with golden handles. It was the Spaniards who introduced reverse 
glass painting in Peru in the 15th century. Originally practiced in France and Italy, 
this ancient art exhibits grace and tradition with its beautiful designs. Local artists 
have worked wonders to elevate it to a new level and it is now an integral part of 
Peruvian art and culture.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $58.00  
 
 
 
 

Detailed NCAA Team Logo Display Rugs 

 
 
Description: No collegiate sports fan's room is complete without a decorative, 
durable display logo area rug. Alumni, cheer on your Alma Mata; students and fans, 
root for your favorite college or university athletic teams. GoShopUs.com has 
college logo rugs featuring more than 80 NCAA athletic teams, in more than 100 
different designs, styles, and sizes, including NCAA basketball and NCAA football 
teams. Personalize any room, or decorate your automobile with team logo display 
floor mats. Customized orders are available. All the logo college team rugs sold at 
GoShopUs.com are genuine tufted. These durable logo area rugs are expertly 
crafted from fine quality Color Fast Yarn. Receive FREE next day shipping to 
anywhere in the United States. Save 10% OFF on your purchase on 
GoShopUs.com with Coupon Code: gsusavings 
Visit the Website 
Price: $52.99 to $229.99 
 
 

Peruvian Espiga Red Tray 

Some of the more than 100 logo display area rugs available for sale on 
GoShopUs.com. From left, the 2008 Rose Bowl champions, USC Trojans 

football display rug; the NCAA March Madness men’s tournament 
champions, Kansas Jayhawks basketball display rug; an 
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One Of A Kind Crystal And Mineral Specimens From Around The World 

 
 
Description: Rock Our World travels around the world hand selecting one of a kind 
natural crystal and mineral specimens of museum quality for private collectors, 
galleries and retailers. They specialize in custom designing homes and offices with 
these treasures providing both nature’s art and positive energy. “You know the 
room you don’t like to be in? Let me turn it into an Energy Zone for you: Whatever 
energy you want, from serenity to power.” Michal Mael, CEO Offices may be 
designed for wealth retention, power, grounding, focus and communication or for 
the bedroom: love, calming and protection. Whatever the client is searching for 
Rock Our World can create it! Rock Our World gave away Himalayan salt lamps at 
the GBK 2008 Emmy Suites to over 80 celebrities equipping them to instantly 
create energy zones in their homes with one of the best energy crystals available. 
Scientific studies have proven the positive affects of salt lamps earning them the 
title "Nature's Air Purifiers" and Rock Our World’s Himalayan salt lamps are cut from 
the best and most effective salt crystals in the world. Quotes Jackie Collins - 
"Amazing, Fabulous!" Cloris Leachman - "I want my Rock!" Greg Finley "I want 
power in my bedroom!" Matt Dekker - "I was like WOW from back there!" Bonito 
Martinez "It spoke to me." Shar Jackson - "These are fabulous!" Kim Morgan 
Greene - "I need that ion purifier!" 
Visit the Website 
Price: $50.00 to $50,000.00 
 
 
 
 

Seasons 100% Egyptian Cotton 8pc Towel Set 

Julianne Hough with Rock Our World 
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Description: SmartBargains.com offers an instantly rewarding online shopping 
experience that’s easy and fun. They offer favored brands at smart low prices. 
Every bargain can be returned within 30 days for your money back, so you can 
always shop with confidence. Available at SmartBargains.com, the Seasons 100% 
Egyptian Cotton 8pc Towel Set is a perfect gift to pamper someone with. This set is 
made of looped Egyptian cotton in a plush 650 gram weight. The colors offer 
warmth, while the dobby border adds beauty. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $49.99  
 
 
 
 

Cuddle Microfiber Bathrobe 

Seasons 100% Egyptian Cotton 8pc Towel Set - Available at 
SmartBargains.com 

Cuddle Microfiber Bathrobe - Available at SmartBargains.com 
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Description: SmartBargains.com offers an instantly rewarding online shopping 
experience that’s easy and fun. They offer favored brands at smart low prices. 
Every bargain can be returned within 30 days for your money back, so you can 
always shop with confidence. Available at SmartBargains.com, the Cuddle 
Microfiber Bathrobe is a perfect gift. Anyone can appreciate a super soft robe to 
climb into after a hot shower.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $49.99  
 
 
 
 

Moshi IVR Alarm Clock 

 
 
Description: The Moshi IVR Alarm Clock features TimeSet technology, making it 
the first clock that can set time and alarm by voice alone. You are now able to 
control their clock through spoken commands and do not need to see or even touch 
the unit. You can ask for the time, date, temperature, etc. and it will respond. And 
there is no need to program your voice, it works with anyone’s voice right out of the 
box.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $49.99  
 
 
 
 

Moshi IVR Alarm Clock 

Talk to your clock! Set and Turn off the Alarm with Your Voice!  
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Description: The Moshi IVR Alarm Clock features TimeSet technology, making it 
the first clock that can set time and alarm by voice alone. You are now able to 
control their clock through spoken commands and do not need to see or even touch 
the unit. You can ask for the time, date, temperature, etc. and it will respond. And 
there is no need to program your voice, it works with anyone’s voice right out of the 
box. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $49.99  
 
 
 
 

Kenyan Book Ends 

 
 
Description: From the Tabaka Hills of Western Kenya comes the soapstone or kisii 
which is carved to make these beautiful bookends. These elephant shaped 
bookends are 4 inches wide and 7 inches high. Sold as a set these bookends make 
for a great gift for a book lover.Kisii stone is only available in the Tabaka Hills of 
Western Kenya, and the Kikuyu men of the Kisii community mine and carve the 
stone.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $48.00  
 

Say 1 of 12 commands to Moshi and Moshi will respond, including set time, 
set alarm, and turn off alarm! 

Kenyan Book Ends 
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Wild-Wool Scarves And Throws 

 
 
Description: Warmer, softer and lighter than plain wool, these are 100% natural 
fiber and come in gorgeous colors. A staple in the New Zealand wardrobe, this 
product now comes to the US. Heralded in the news for being eco-friendly, 
affordable and practical, customers love these products because they are soft and 
warm. Gloves, hats and socks are also available on the site. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $48.00 to $225.00 
 
 
 
 

Crystal Soy Candles That Will Bring Beautiful Light To You Or Whomever 
You Gift Them To.  

www.Wild-Wool.com wrap/throw 
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Description: The romantic gift of candlelight is sure to warm the heart of that 
beautiful person in your life! Whether you choose one of the many symbols to 
capture just the right essence of your sweetheart, or the beautiful initial 
candles...there are so many ways to show love! Put your initials together to create 
the perfect couples candle..and a great way to pop the question any time of year! 
Magnificently fragranced soy candles with 60-90 hour burn time and cotton wicks 
for a cleaner burn. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $48.00 to $68.00 
 
 
 
 

Giant Custom Made Candles 

 
 
Description: Giant Candle Company is the first ever custom-order candle store to 

Crystal Crowns and Hearts 

Matching set of 4 5" candles in Burgundy & Butterscotch  
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specialize in extra large candles for discriminating candle enthusiasts. We offer over 
a million possible combinations of size, shape, color and fragrance allowing you the 
opportunity to design the perfect candle for your home or office. Each candle is 
handmade taking 3 or more days to complete. Our candles are made from a unique 
blend of Bees, Vegetable and paraffin waxes and mineral oil. To this proprietary 
base blend we add the color and fragrance, if you desire, of your choice. Wax, 
being a natural product, reacts differently when mixed with different color dyes and 
fragrances. The end result is that no two candles are alike. Our candles tend to 
have a look that resembles Marble or Granite with varying shades of the chosen 
color.  
Price: $47.00 to $1,197.00 
 
 
 
 

Flokati Area Rugs - Heavy 2000 Gram 

 
 
Description: GoShopUs.com has a vast selection of decorative and durable flokati 
area rugs. Add comfort and warmth, and a striking accent to any room. The wool 
used gives it a thick, plush feel that's perfect for all seasons and floors. Multiple 
colors, sizes, and designs are available. Very resilient against normal wear and 
tear. Free shipping. Save 10% off all purchases with coupon code, gsusavings. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $40.00 to $1,099.00 
 
 
 
 

The Deglingos 

See up close why flokati rugs have a thick, plush feel. Save 10% off all 
purchases with coupon code, gsusavings. 

Les Deglingos characters 
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Description: The Deglingos, a contagiously unique line of French designer plush 
characters feature 10 different characters, each with its own distinct personality. 
The eclectic collectibles are made from more than 50 different high-end fabrics of 
varying patterns, textures, and colors. The crazios crew have developed a fan 
following from newborns to adults and are proving to be cool cuddlies for kids as 
well as cool room décor items. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $40.00  
 
 
 
 

Early California Antiques By Eric Berg 

 
 
Description: Eric Berg's Early California Antiques relocates to Melrose Avenue in 
the upcoming creative East Hollywood Historic Retail District. The focus of 
California Antiques store is pre-1942 furniture and art; genres include Monterey, 
Mexicana, Early California, Spanish Colonial, Western Americana as well as Will 
Rogers and Cowboy style. With a vast selection of California, wrought iron pieces, 
stunning tile topped-tables, corner cabinets to Catalina and Malibu pottery and tiles, 
California Antiques Gallery is the jewel for this genre long overdue In Los Angeles. 
Walking into the two-level shop, your eyes are captivated by the incredible art, the 
colors of the exquisite California pottery and tiles. The richness of the woods and 
styles of the furniture, one is immediately captivated by the chandeliers and light 
fixtures that are suspended from the rafters. California Antiques and Interiors is the 
finest representation of styles and designs created by the craftsmen of yesteryear.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $40.00 to $25,000.00 

Bauer, Catalina, Gladding McBean Pottery 
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Flowers 

 
 
Description: Flora2000 specializes in delivering bouquets and arrangements of 
exquisite quality to customers the world over. Our floral services send your special 
messages, such as a congratulations, a thank you, or a simple, ‘I love you!’ To get 
that message just right, we developed an individual portfolio for each of our 157 
countries, comprising of over 3,000 bouquets & arrangements of exquisite flowers. 
Whenever you want a contemporary chic design for those special moments our 
designs ensure our delivery reflects your unique style. Our global reach and our 
promise for same day delivery, is a symbol of modern luxury which ensures that 
there are no such things as ‘Too Far Away’ or ‘It's too late’; the service you demand 
is always catered to with an impeccable degree of finesse and precision. Our 
designers from around the world with an eye for contemporary trends and 
innovative design, create exceptional bouquets that deliver your warmest greetings. 
 
Visit the Website 
Price: $40.00 to $150.00 
 
 
 
 

Hannah Montana Decor In A Box 

Flora2000 - fine flowers worldwide 
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Description: Live like a star with Delta’s Hannah Montana line. Now your bedroom 
can have the best of both worlds with the hippest room accessories around. You 
won’t miss a beat with the Hannah Montana Décor in a Box, a seven piece 
collection with two fabric bins, a door plaque, primping station and set of three 
shelves. The bins and shelves are perfect for storing and displaying all of your 
things and the primping station is just what every celebrity needs to get ready for 
the big show.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $39.99  
 
 
 
 

Cable Management Channels 

The new Hannah Montana Decor in a Box from Delta Children's Products 
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Description: This is the simplest solution for creating a perfectly clean installation. 
Easily hide cables and cords and blend the cable management channel into the 
mounting surface with color choices of silver, black or versatile white that is easily 
paintable to any desired color. This cable management system comes with 
everything needed for the perfect installation, including a 90°-angle corner 
connector for directing cables. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $39.99  
 
 
 
 

Jan Wheeler Limited Edition Signed Print 

 
 
Description: Jan Wheeler is a landscape artist who has had her work exhibited at 

PCC 

Sinuous Summer Breeze by Jan Wheeler 
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Agora Gallery in Chelsea, New York 2006, 2007 and Dangenart Gallery in 
Nashville, Tennessee, 2005. This print is titled Sinuous Summer Breeze and 
captures a scene in a pristine wilderness area on a warm summer's day. This 
beautiful, protected area brings a sense of peace and tranquillity to anyone who 
stumbles upon it. The print image area is 7.25"x11" and the edition is limited to 100 
prints.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $39.95  
 
 
 
 

Replay Media Catcher 

 
 
Description: Replay Media Catcher is the best streaming video and audio/MP3 
downloader on the planet. Once you buy, here's what you'll be able to do: • 
Download millions of Online Videos. • Capture streaming MP3 files. • Automatically 
name and tag songs and video files. • Download from more sites than any other 
solution. • Record with one click. • Edit and change MP3 tags. • Extract MP3 tracks 
from FLV video files. • Enjoy a Free Trial! • Be safe: No Spyware. No Viruses. 100% 
Guaranteed. It's easy: Just click "Start Recording", then play your media, and an 
exact digital copy is downloaded to your hard disk. It's convenient: Replay Media 
Catcher even automatically names and tags your video and MP3 files. Replay 
Media Catcher can download media from all Flash Video, Windows Media and 
Wowza servers, including the HTTP, MMS, RTSP, RTMP and RTMPE protocols. 
Replay Media Catcher is constantly being tested and retested with hundreds of 
popular sites, and the software updates automatically when a new protocol is 
introduced.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $39.95  
 
 
 
 

Honeywell Energy Smart Cool Touch Portable Heater 

Replay Media Catcher Screenshot 
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Description: Save Money on This Year’s Skyrocketing Energy Bills: Honeywell 
Energy Smart™ Cool Touch Heater: The Honeywell Energy Smart™ portable 
heater is the answer to skyrocketing heating bills. This compact, stylish portable 
heater can save you up to 35% on your energy bills and allows you to set your 
temperature and get just the right amount of heat when you need it. The Energy 
Smart portable heater also includes a cool touch housing and tip-over safety switch, 
making it great for homes with children and pets. Consumers Digest rated this 
product as a Best Buy. This unit recently received a “Best Buy” review by 
Consumer’s Digest, (December 2007). Retail price: $39.99 
Visit the Website 
Price: $39.00  
 
 
 
 

Noel A St. Barth 2008 Limited Edition Holiday Candle From Ligne St. Barth 

The Honeywell Energy Smart Portable Heater: heat the room you are in, 
not the whole house and save up to 35% off your heating bills 
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Description: Fruity and floral with a hint of amber and cashmere wood – Ligne St 
Barth conjures up an exotic Holiday spirit in your home with its limited-edition 
Holiday candle 2008. With the limited edition scented candle “Noël à St. Barth 
2008”, Ligne St Barth conjures up a holiday spirit in your home. Noël à St. Barth 
2008 has a wonderful fruity fragrance of wild berries, pink grapefruit and lychee. 
Violets and hyacinths provide a soft, flowery note. The fruit and floral fragrances 
blend together and are finely rounded off with amber, musk and vanilla-cashmere 
wood. The label of the limited edition is also in keeping with the holiday feeling: 
Made of silk-acetate, it glows softly providing the scented candle with a further 
elegant touch. All scented candles from Ligne St Barth are hand-crafted and made 
from pure coconut wax. The candles contain neither paraffin nor animal extracts. 
Top-quality essential oils give St Barth scented candles their own very special note. 
In addition to the new Holiday fragrance Noël à St. Barth 2008, the range of 
fragrances include wintery scents such as Vanilla, Sandalwood and Tea Tree. 
Those who prefer fresh tropical scents can choose from a wide selection including 
Passion Fruit, Mandarin, Melon-Passion Fruit, Caribbean Fruit Punch, Papaya, 
Guava, Mango, Jasmine and Grapefruit.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $38.00  
 
 
 
 

Lulan™ Artisans Luminescence Table Runner And Place Mat  

 
 
Description: Luminescence 100 percent handwoven, hand-dyed silk table runner 
and place mat from Lulan™ Artisans shown in Gold and offered in Red, Earth, 
Copper and Brown as well, retails for $120 and $36 respectively. Headquartered in 
Charleston, S.C., and founded in 2004, Lulan Artisans,™ designers and producers 
of luxurious, handwoven, hand-dyed sustainable textiles that elegantly merge 
original contemporary designs with centuries-old Southeast Asian techniques, is a 
unique collaboration between Charleston-based architect / designer Eve Blossom 
and a group of gifted artisans located throughout Southeast Asia. The 
manufacturing program includes hand-dyeing, loom set up and hand-weaving; its 
holistic design approach honors the rhythms, growth cycles and regional specificity 
of its all-natural materials. Dyes are natural or low-impact to be as environmentally 
sensitive as possible. Primary goals are sustainable business practices, creating 
economically viable livelihoods and improving the quality of life for its artisans, their 
families and their villages.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $36.00 to $120.00 
 
 
 
 

Baby Blankets 

Noel a St. Barth 2008 Holiday Candle by Ligne St. Barth  

Lulan™ Artisans Luminescence Table runner and Place mat 
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Description: Our adorable blankets will keep your baby warm and comfy 
throughout the year! We have a huge variety of styles and colors. We take great 
pride in the quality of our blankets. A unique feature of our blankets is that they are 
fully reversible! Most of our blankets are 100% cotton, however we have a luxury 
line that features imported tactel yarn from Italy. All of our blanket are made in New 
York, USA! 
Visit the Website 
Price: $35.00 to $150.00 
 
 
 
 

Universal Flat Wall Mount For 10" To 24" Flat Panel Screens 

 
 
Description: Put small screens almost anywhere with this compact, versatile 
mount. Simply attach the wall plate to the wall, the adapter plate to the screen and 
slide it on to the wall plate, done. At only .68” from the wall, this sleek mount is ideal 
for low-profile applications. * Mount fits screens with VESA® 75 and 100mm hole 

Under Cover Blankets 

PF630 - Universal Flat Wall Mount for 10" to 24" Flat Panel Screens 
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patterns * Slim design holds screen only .68” from the wall * Screen adapter plate 
simply slides into the wall plate for a quick and easy installation * Comes with 
Peerless’ fastener pack with all necessary screen attachment hardware * Mounts to 
wood studs, concrete, cinder block or metal studs (metal stud accessory required) * 
UL Listed 
Visit the Website 
Price: $34.99  
 
 
 
 

BedZak 

 
 
Description: BedZak makes it easy to organize your bedside clutter with a unique 
bed pocket caddy organizer. There’s room for glasses, remote controls, MP3’s, cell 
phones, water, newspapers, magazines, and more. It’s easy to reach and easy to 
install and made to fit today’s larger mattresses. There’s even a strap to attach your 
cell phone cord so it can charge during the night. The BedZak is easily hidden and 
goes unnoticed beneath your covers 
Visit the Website 
Price: $34.99  
 
 
 
 

Square Mug And Saucer In Daisies 

BedZak 
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Description: A large square fine bone china mug and saucer decorated in Daisies 
by Joanna London Print Decorated Ceramics. The mug holds 500mls when full. 
Dishwasher and microwave proof. Ideal for soup, hot chocolate or for those who like 
their tea large ! This mug is part of a range including standard sized mugs, large 
breakfast cup and saucer, plates, bowls, teapot for one and tea tidies. One of 8 
designs in the current Joanna London collection. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $32.00  
 
 
 
 

Nextar Santa Digital Photo Frame 

 
 
Description: The festive Nextar Santa will store up to 60 images and display them 
automatically or in a slideshow format virtually anywhere. Just transfer the images 
using our software and your ready to go. The Nextar Santa can also be used as a 
digital clock to keep you on time for the holidays! They will be available at Office 
Max for the holidays. Features * 1.5 inch screen * Supports JPEG/GIF/BMP picture 
formats * Auto/Manual slide show function * Can be as digital clock * image transfer 

Square Mug and Saucer in Daisies 2 

Nextar Santa Digital Photo Frame 
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using software CD Rom * Store up to 60 images  
Visit the Website 
Price: $29.99  
 
 
 
 

Hands Free Hair Dryer Holder For Blowing Out Your Hair At Home. 

 
 
Description: BLO & GO is the revolutionary styling tool providing a salon blown-out 
look at home. With the flick of a lever, simply grip BLO & GO to your mirror or 
almost any flat, non-porous surface. BLO & GO frees up your hands from holding 
the dryer, allowing two free hands to style your hair. It holds most size blow dryers, 
is lightweight, flexible, portable and easy to use! WWW.BLOANDGO.COM 
Visit the Website 
Price: $29.99  
 
 
 
 

Dirt Devil Designer Series 

BLO & GO: Like having an extra hand to blow out your hair! 
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Description: The Dirt Devil Designer Series is a line of quick and convenient 
cordless vacuums that are powerful enough for thorough cleaning and stylish 
enough to be used as home decor. Created by internationally acclaimed designer, 
Karim Rashid, the line includes the popular KONE, KURV and KRUZ, as well as the 
recently added BRUM (broom vac) and KWIK (desktop detailer). All five products 
are available in fashion-forward colors and can be used on any type of hard 
surface. The Designer Series make great gifts for special occasions and are an 
added value to any household.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $29.99 to $69.99 
 
 
 
 

HankyTankyHanger 

Dirt Devil Designer Series 
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Description: Say goodbye to messy, unorganized closets! With the 
HankyTankyHanger, not only will your clothes hang nicely – but you’ll triple your 
closet space as well! The HankyTankyHanger holds 12 garments – anything from 
tanks to shirts, pants, and more. Great for kids’ clothes, too. Plus, the swivel hook 
helps you find that much-needed item quickly! The HankyTankyHanger helps you 
make space and organize with style. Use it anywhere – perfect for small apartments 
or dorm rooms, also try it in the laundry room to hang-dry items, or use it for travel – 
on cruise ships, in hotel closets, in RV’s, and more! Retail price is $29.99 and is 
sold at www.hankytankyhanger.com  
Visit the Website 
Price: $29.99  
 
 
 
 

Black & DeckerÂ® SPACEMAKER 

The HankyTanky 
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Description: Black & Decker® SPACEMAKER™ appliances are distinctively 
designed to save counter space due to their unique under cabinet mounting system. 
Introduced in 1980, the innovative line of SPACEMAKER™ products has been 
revamped to offer consumers two very different looks – the SPACEMAKER™ Plus 
Line and SPACEMAKER™ Traditional Line. SPACEMAKER™ appliances keep the 
focus on the food and the fuss off the kitchen counters. Designed to reduce outlet 
use, four SPACEMAKER™ appliances can be powered with just two outlets: you 
can plug the mini food processor/grinder or can opener into the coffeemaker or 
toaster oven. For those who already have SPACEMAKER™ appliances, an 
upgrade will be effortless with similar mounting holes. The full SPACEMAKER™ 
line includes the following convenient Black & Decker® features (sold separately to 
allow freedom to choose products based on personal needs): •Coffeemaker: Save-
A-Plug™ Outlet, Sneak-A-Cup® interrupt feature, auto shut off and simplified 
programming •Mini Food Processor/Grinder: Two different removable blades and 
containers, pulse control •Can Opener: Bottle opener, knife sharpener, bag cutter, 
swing open door •Toaster Oven: Large 9” pizza capacity, simple easy-to-use 
controls  
Visit the Website 
Price: $29.99 to $255.00 
 
 
 
 

ArginMax - For Male And Female Sexual Fitness 

 
 
Description: ArginMax is the first daily nutritional supplement scientifically 
established and evaluated to support male and female Sexual Fitness and 
performance. ArginMax for Women was developed based on the observation that 

Black & Decker SPACEMAKER appliances  

ArginMax for men and women 
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certain botanical extracts may facilitate the conversion of the naturally occurring 
amino acid, L-arginine, into nitric oxide. Nitric oxide is the key (regulatory molecule) 
for circulation and arousal. ArginMax for Male Sexual Fitness is a validated formula 
of L-arginine, ginseng, ginkgo, and 13 essential vitamins, antioxidants, and minerals 
which work together to support sexual performance and enjoyment. ArginMax is 
designed to take a more natural, gentle and gradual approach toward sexual health 
and wellness, rather than the conventional path of drug treatment.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $29.99  
 
 
 
 

Pedestal Sink Towel Bar 

 
 
Description: The TowelTender™ is a unique towel bar created just for pedestal 
sinks. Available in four quality metal finishes, it hooks directly to the front of the 
most popular round pedestal sinks and provides the most convenient location to 
hang your towel. It complements your sink's appearance, installs in seconds with no 
tools required, and will not damage your sink. 100% designed and manufactured in 
the USA. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $29.95 to $39.95 
 
 
 
 

Ecofriendly Bamboo Area Rugs 

The TowelTender(TM) in Bronze Finish 
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Description: A bamboo area rug is a stylish, appealing and affordable way to add 
an all-natural accent to any indoor or outdoor living space. It is also a perfect way to 
complement or enhance any existing flooring. Carefully hand crafted from the finest 
quality mountain grown bamboo. Available in a wide range of sizes, shapes, colors 
and designs, with non-slip backing. Save 10% off all purchases with coupon code, 
gsusavings. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $29.95 to $299.95 
 
 
 
 

SLEEP THROUGH THE NIGHT CD 

 
 
Description: Sleep Through The Night - CD Sooner or later you’re going to get 
tired of sleeplessness. Maybe you’re considering sleeping pills. Did you ever read 
the side effects listed on their packaging? - Suicidal thoughts, nightmares, abnormal 
thinking, withdrawal, anxiety, amnesia and decreased testosterone just to name a 
few. Pills promise insomnia cures but they deliver poisoned band aids.There is a 
safer and permanent solution. Hi, I’m hypnotherapist, John Morgan and I can help 
you SLEEP THROUGH THE NIGHT EVERY NIGHT! This is no idle claim. I am 
living proof that this method works and so are the thousands of people who have 
used this Hypnotherapy for sleep disorders method. They used this hypnosis CD to 
end their insomnia without taking dangerous drugs. Order my SLEEP THROUGH 
THE NIGHT EVERY NIGHT CD and banish insomnia from your bed. Imagine 
getting results right away without drugs and getting the peaceful nights of restful 

Bamboo chair mats at GoShopUs.com. Save 10% off with coupon code, 
gsusavings. 

SLEEP THROUGH THE NIGHT 
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sleep that you and your body deserve. I wish you pleasant dreams!  
Visit the Website 
Price: $29.95  
 
 
 
 

Rivergrass Tissue Box From South India 

 
 
Description: A natural fiber collection – hand-made use of rivergrass weaving 
adorned with traditional borders, this is a modern twist on age-old craft. An 
attractive home accessory made with traditional craftsmanship, this river grass 
tissue box comes in three attractive colors: Magenta, Natural and Red. The use of 
the traditional craft of river grass weaving to create well designed and useful items 
like decorative storage boxes, coasters, table mats, decorative pillows, floor mats, 
etc. is popular in the southern Indian regions of Tamil Nadu and Karnataka. A 
complex process involving the rare skill of the craftsmen, it also helps to sustain 
livelihood in small villages. Fair trade, handmade and eco-friendly. The use of Zari 
borders adds the cultural flavor that is often seen in traditional Indian clothing 
especially during weddings and other festivities.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $28.00  
 
 
 
 

National Geographic Peace Tee's 

Rivergrass Tissue Box 
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Description: The National Geographic Society and Chaser Merchandising, a 
renowned Los Angeles-based merchandiser, have launched a line of colorful and 
stylish Peace Tee shirts with Delia’s, the nation’s leading retailer specializing in 
trendy clothing for teenage girls. Net proceeds from the tee shirts will help support 
the Society’s vital exploration, conservation, research and education programs. The 
launch of the Peace Tee shirt line coincides with National Geographic Books’ recent 
publication of “PEACE: The Biography of a Symbol,” which pays tribute to the 50-
year-old peace symbol as an enduring cultural icon. The sign, a combination of the 
semaphore letters N and D, for nuclear disarmament, was created in 1958 by 
Gerald Holtom, a British textile designer and commercial artist. He suggested that a 
group of demonstrators who supported the Ban the Bomb movement carry posters 
and banners with the simple visual symbol he had designed. The book, which 
follows the history of the sign, is filled with five decades of powerful peace symbol 
images that have inspired this line of compelling, fashionable tee shirts for preteen 
and teenage girls.  
Price: $26.50 to $48.50 
 
 
 
 

Swaddle Designs The Ultimate Receiving Blanket 

National Geographic Peace Hoodie 
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Description: When style meets function. Wrap your baby in stylish and exclusive 
prints and designer colors made using ultra-soft preshrunk cotton flannel with 
signature decorative trim. SwaddleDesigns’ exclusive 1-2-3 Swaddle® instructional 
tag is sewn directly on the blanket helping parents learn how to confidently and 
successfully swaddle their baby. Large, square multi-use blanket used and enjoyed 
for many years. Machine Washable. Made in USA.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $25.00  
 
 
 
 

MUK LUKSÂ® Boots And Shoes 

 
 
Description: MUK LUKS® brand represents a lifestyle. Shoes, slippers, 
accessories …. all fun! MUK LUKS® offers consumers fashionable, comfortable, 
affordable footwear that fits into their everyday lives. MUK LUKS® is truly an icon in 
the footwear industry. Launched as slipper sox in 1972, these classic comforts 
immediately became a staple fashion item. Over the years, MUK LUKS® has 
remained on trend, and now boasts the strongest, most comprehensive line ever. 
Bold patterns, bright colors, and total comfort define today’s MUK LUKS®--- a 
contemporary cousin of the original.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $25.00 to $35.00 
 
 
 
 

Green Polka Dot Ultimate Receiving Blanket 

MUK LUKS® fairisle knit toggle boot 
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ZooWallogy From WallPops 

 
 
Description: WallPops from Brewster Home Fashions is the most versatile peel-
and-stick, repositionable and removable wall art. Its newest collection is called 
ZooWallogy and features both farm and safari animals. These wall animals are 
unlike any others, showcasing both bright colors and funky vintage retro prints. The 
animals are packaged with one 26” x 39” sheet that includes a variety of art ranging 
from 10 to 25 pieces depending on the particular setting. The animals range in size 
from dominant giraffes that are three feet tall and elephants that are three feet wide 
to smaller iguanas and piglets that are less than a foot.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $24.99  
 
 
 
 

Elegant Tapestries And Wall Hangings In Various Themes And Vibrant 
Colors 

ZooWallogy from WallPops features removable, repositionable vinyl wall 
art showcasing farm and safari animals. Addison the Horse is shown 

above.  
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Description: A tapestry or wall hanging is a very trendy, inexpensive way to bring 
life to any room in your home. GoShopUs.com has hundreds of discount tapestries 
and wall hangings in rich colors and designs to choose from. Receive FREE next 
day shipping to anywhere in the United States. Save 10% OFF on your purchase of 
any elegant, vibrant Jaquard woven cotton or wool (or combination of) tapestry or 
wall hanging on GoShopUs.com with Coupon Code: gsusavings 
Visit the Website 
Price: $24.99  
 
 
 
 

Bugzooka 

 
 
Description: Now instantly capture bugs with the simple press of a button. For that 

At GoShopUs.com, choose from hundreds of Jaquard woven tapestries and 
wall hangings in vibrant colors, from ancient art and fine art to medieval, 

religious and landscape themes. Save 10% off all purchases with coupon 
code, gsusavings. 

The Bugzooka in Action 
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nasty bug in the corner, there is simply no better way. The lightweight BugZooka 
catches bugs silently and instantly! NO EXPENSIVE BATTERIES REQUIRED! 
BugZooka requires no electricity and no expensive batteries that must be replaced 
or continually recharged. Simply compress the bellow and the BugZooka is ready 
for action. SAFE AND EASY Now even kids, elders and the squeamish can easily 
and safely catch and release bugs back outside. BugZooka is a welcome tool in 
homes, businesses, hospitals and other facilities for insect management. 
Removable catch tube allows for safe, simple and humane disposal or observation. 
NO MESS No more paper towel insect squeezing and no more wiping up bug guts. 
Say goodbye to violent fly swatters forever. FUN You’ll actually look forward to 
catching bugs around the house, because BugZooka is as fun as it is effective. Kids 
will be more helpful than ever and actually volunteer. Use it to catch and study 
bugs. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $24.99  
 
 
 
 

Customized Dog Professional Giclee 

 
 
Description: Everybody loves their dogs and loves to have great photographs of 
them, but it’s not that easy. Photographer Nadine VerStandig is an expert on 
photographing dogs and making great memories for you to keep forever. She has 
been photographing animals for many years and can provide a great gift for any 
moment. On-site photographs of your pet by Nadine VerStandig. Photography by 
Nadine, 301- 642-8872 or 800-419-9144; photographybynadine.com. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $24.98 to $162.50 
 
 
 
 

Unlike Anything Else Out There, IStik (www.goistik.com) Has A Magnetic 
Fastening System That Is The Ideal Way Of Putting Your Music Where You 
Want. 

Customized dog Photograph - Cosmo 
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Description: Simply insert your iPod Nano (2nd or 3rd generation) in the iStik 
holder and attach it to virtually any part of your outfit, similar to a name badge. 
Made of Lexan plastic, a ruggedly strong material, the iStik is able to “keep up” with 
any activity using eight high-tech Neodymium magnets. Challenge the iStik’s 
durability during the hardest of workouts, whether running, biking or at the gym, and 
conveniently click from playlist to song without interrupting your concentration. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $24.95 to $26.95 
 
 
 
 

Large Square Mug With Saucer With Daisies Design 

 
 
Description: My product is fine bone china tableware. As a surface designer I 
design and apply patterns and motifs to pre glazed white china. To achieve this I 
use a print method to produce ceramic decals. The decals are fired into the glaze 
resulting in a smooth glossy finish and a product that is dishwasher and microwave 
proof. I have a large portfolio of designs, eight of which are featured on my website, 
and take commissions. I stock a range of mugs, a large breakfast cup and saucer, 
pasta plates, dinner plates, sandwich/dessert plates and bowls. I also produce a 3 
piece teapot for one. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $24.00 to $56.00 
 

Third Generation iStik for iPod Nano 

Breakfast Cup and Saucer with Cabbage Design 
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Organic Cotton Hand-Loomed Turkish Cotton Towels 

 
 
Description: Our towels are world famous authentic Turkish Towels and Spa 
Wraps. Constructed with incredible quality, they are hand woven out of %100 
Turkish Cotton. Finished with a hand-tied fringe. Designed to be 100% water 
absorbent, they are made of a medium/lightweight cotton and are perfect for home, 
travel, the gym, or a day at the beach. They take up very little space and air dry 
quickly. In addition, this lightweight fashionable design makes them double as a 
stylish shawl, or pareo over a swimsuit. The quality, patterns and hard to find colors 
of our towels make them a must have addition for your bathroom, entertaining, 
workout or that quick weekend get away to that special place!  
Visit the Website 
Price: $23.95 to $64.95 
 
 
 
 

Sgrafitto Porcelain Wall Boxes & Tiles 

ECRU BATH SHEET 
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Description: Decorative wall boxes and tiles are handbuilt of porcelain clay, 
painted with black underglaze, hand carved and fired to cone 6. Boxes will sit on a 
table top of may be hung on the wall. The hole in the back of the box is placed in 
the center so that you may arrange the box as you wish. Boxes look wonderful 
alone but are stunning in groupings of 3 or more. Handcarved imagery alludes to 
trees, nature, the evolving circle of our life and those things that we find important or 
pray to.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $22.00 to $1,000.00 
 
 
 
 

Eco-friendly Urban Canteens 

 
 

Wall Box Trio 

Olive Sandwiches "urban canteens" 
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Description: Save the earth while making a statement with these great eco-
friendly, "urban canteens"! Each stainless steel water bottle is 10 ½ inches tall, 
holds up to 25 ounces of liquid and is fully reusable so you can drink responsibly. In 
addition, the tight-fitting screw-on cap includes a handy metal clip (a carabiner type 
D-ring) that makes it a snap for attaching the bottle to a purse or backpack. Good 
for the environment, good for you and good for a laugh! 
Visit the Website 
Price: $21.95  
 
 
 
 

Bamboo Blankets & Accessories 

 
 
Description: Discover our luxurious bamboo-spun home and baby collection made 
in the USA by Satsuma Designs. Featuring ultra soft, naturally antibacterial bamboo 
blankets, apparel and accessories, Satsuma Designs is your one-stop online shop 
for home decor and gift giving. Bamboo is a sustainable resource, organically grown 
and naturally antibacterial, which means while you still have to do the laundry 
(ugh!), little buggies and germs of all kinds won’t take up residence in your Satsuma 
Designs products. Enjoy your Satsuma!  
Visit the Website 
Price: $20.00 to $100.00 
 
 
 
 

Playful Promises Lingerie 

Custom Gift Wrap for all Satsuma Designs Orders 
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Description: Playful Promises philosophy is about grown up girls having fun and 
feeling sexy. Established in 2004 by Emma Parker, Playful Promises lingerie is a 
quirky flirtatious brand creating innovative boudoir collections with a contemporary 
edge. We have now expanded our range to include Bath and Beauty products, 
Gorgeous Gifts including our best-selling Zodiac Pants and new for Christmas 08 
Pin Up Pants in tins, Swimwear and a selection of boudoir candles. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $20.00 to $200.00 
 
 
 
 

Passion Parties Pure Instinct Roll-On 

 
 
Description: Top Seller - Pure Instinct by Passion Parties is now available with an 
easy to use roll-on applicator. This sexy fragrance will inspire desire and attract 
holiday magic all year long! The passionate unisex scent has a wonderful attractant 
created to communicate your sexual readiness and heightening your partner’s 
desires. Pair with Passion Parties Pure Satisfaction Unisex enhancement gel for a 

Playful Promises Zodiac Panties 

Passion Parties Pure Instinct Roll-on 
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memorable experience! .35 ounces. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $20.00  
 
 
 
 

Plush & Cuddly Blankets With Affirmations And Inspirational Messages 

 
 
Description: Affirmagy, a women-owned company in Seattle, Washington 
produces the ideal gifts – cuddly and plush blankets with affirmations and 
inspirational messages called Affirmawraps. We want to literally wrap people in 
positive words such as LOVE, HOPE, JOY and PEACE - the qualities we all want 
more of in our lives. Giving an Affirmawrap means sending a hug every day to the 
ones we love; getting an Affirmawrap reminds us how much we are loved. Priced 
under $50 and proudly made in the USA, Affirmawraps are appropriate for everyone 
– men, women, teens, and kids; we even have Affirmawraps for babies and pets!  
Visit the Website 
Price: $20.00 to $40.00 
 
 
 
 

Nextar Ornament Digital Photo Frame 

 
 
Description: Decorate your tree with your favorite photos! The ornament digital 
photo frames from Nextar will give any tree your personal touch. Features 60 image 
storage and manual or automatic display modes. Our ornaments can also be used 
as a digital clock too! They will be available at Office Max and K-Mart in the 
holidays. Features * 1.5 inch TFT color LCD display screen * Auto/Manual operation 
mode * Can be as digital clock * Store up to 60 images  
Visit the Website 
Price: $19.99  
 
 
 
 

Limited Edition Affirmawraps by Affirmagy 

Nextar Ornaments Digital Photo Frames 
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Hang & Level, New Picture Hanging Device 

 
 
Description: Hang & Level, a one-of-a-kind picture hanging tool recently launched 
in the US, is a "must have" for every home in America. From single pictures to 
groupings, mirrors, and almost any object that is hung, it is an attractive yellow tool 
that is quick and easy to use. Simply hang the picture on the tool, position it on the 
wall, remove the picture, press the button to mark exactly where the nail goes, hang 
your picture and level it (built in!) Hang & Level is available nationwide. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $19.99  
 
 
 
 

Social Climbers, A Novel 

Easy To Use Hang & Level Tool 
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Description: Social Climbers is a witty, fun and beautifully illustrated novel that acts 
as a how to have style guide. But it will also make you laugh and keep you mind off 
your stress! Follow mean girls grown up as they compete to get their names on 
committees and their pictures in the paper. Elizabeth Quinn and Kitty Kimmell are 
child hood friends, sort of. Their anger stemming from a boy they both liked and 
dated but neither married. Follow them to afternoon teas and everything in between 
trying to find out what is truly important in life. But what? 
Visit the Website 
Price: $19.97 to $26.99 
 
 
 
 

The Delta Planner 

 
 
Description: For greater productivity, better time management, and less stress, 
look no further than the Delta Planner to organize your day to day life! Eliminate the 
mind-numbing search for lost numbers, email addresses, and other pertinent 
information by utilizing the Delta Planner as your ultimate organizational tool. The 
Delta Planner is available in 4 editions for your particular needs: Personal, Spiral 
Bound, Deluxe and Economy. All of the planners are 12 months in length. Sold At: 
www.deltaplanner.com Retail price: $19.95 - $79.95  
Visit the Website 
Price: $19.95 to $79.95 
 
 
 
 

Red Toile Servingware - 

Social Climbers 

Delta Planner  
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Description: In New England, the ideal Christmas is a snowy morning snuggled 
around the fireplace with family and friends. Now Lands' End has everything you 
need to make your own New England holiday fantasy come to life (except, of 
course the snow). To get even the most jaded Scrooge into the holiday spirit, rent a 
copy of "White Christmas" and decorate with simple red and silver glass ornaments 
and red toile accent table linens. Serve guests family-style on snowy-white 
dinnerware and from red toile servingware, and set the table with stylish flatware – 
all from the Lands' End Holiday Collection. To make the day complete, tuck a 
special Lands' End gift under the tree – you'll find boxed candle sets, picture 
frames, pewter decorative items and much more, affordably priced at Sears.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $19.00 to $24.00 
 
 
 
 

The Easy Fold 

Red Toile Servingware Cake Stand 
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Description: Have folding and storing fitted sheets neatly in your linen closet 
become a nightmare? Get rid of the frustration with The EasyFold, a unique new 
product that makes folding and storing your fitted sheets and complete sheet sets a 
breeze! You just insert The EasyFold under the top of your fitted sheet, then fold 
and roll - it's that simple. The space-saving EasyFold stays inside your sheet sets to 
make storing simpler and neater. The sheets will always stay in place even if you 
take one set out from underneath another set. Sold At: www.theeasyfold.com 
(please visit for video demonstration & how-to's)  
Visit the Website 
Price: $18.99 to $19.99 
 
 
 
 

Agraria Home Fragrance 

The Easy Fold 
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Description: AGRARIA is America’s oldest and largest luxury home fragrance 
company. First noted for their Bitter Orange Potpourri, their product assortment has 
come to include candles, fragrance sheets, burning sticks, AirEssences, cologne 
spray, bath salts, bath & hair gels, body & hand lotions, luxury soaps, TasselAire- a 
scented decorative tassel. In addition, AGRARIA also did a special collection in 
collaboration with famed interior designers Michael S. Smith and Charlotte Moss. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $18.00 to $325.00 
 
 
 
 

SwaddleDesigns 

 
 
Description: SwaddleDesigns was founded in September 2002 by Lynette Damir, 
RN and is based in Seattle, Washington. SwaddleDesigns is the ultimate 
destination for stylish baby blankets and fashionable layette essentials. From the 
award-winning and signature product, the Ultimate Receiving Blanket® to the 
coordinating Baby Burpies™ and Baby Lovie™, SwaddleDesigns has become an 
essential part of a newborn's layette. SwaddleDesigns is committed to providing 
functional and stylish products that help new parents comfort and care for their baby 
with over 50 prints and colors to mix and match. Celebrity moms, like Marcia Cross, 
Angelina Jolie, Gwyneth Paltrow, and hundreds of thousands of new parents 
around the USA and the world have used and enjoyed SwaddleDesigns’ stylish and 

Luxury Bath Bars  

Little Red Stars Lovie 
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functional products. SwaddleDesigns is setting a gold standard for baby fashion and 
accessories. From feeding to swaddling, the trend setting, company is changing the 
world of everyday baby essentials. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $18.00 to $240.00 
 
 
 
 

Earth Friendly Products Kitchen Essential Oil Cleaning Caddy 

 
 
Description: Earth Friendly Products, www.ecos.com, an award winning line of 
eco-friendly products for the home as well as a spa line and a pet product line 
recently debuted their Kitchen Essential Oil Cleaning Caddy. The cleaning caddy 
contains four of their top selling products for the kitchen including Parsley Plus All-
purpose Kleener, Lavender Dishmate Hand Dishwashing Soap, Lavender Hand 
Soap and Fruit & Veggie Wash. The cleaning caddy makes a great hostess gift or a 
great gift for those needing and wanting to green their lives.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $16.99  
 
 
 
 

Clover Holder 

Cleaning Caddy 
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Description: It's about time someone designed a product ideal for holding those 
large, oversized electric toothbrushes! Sanitary and convenient, the CloverHolder is 
a universal organizer, gathering the family's toothbrushes of all sizes – electric, 
battery operated, kids' character – in its revolutionary designed spindle which looks 
like a four leaf clover. The CloverHolder is lead-free, extremely durable and resists 
breaking, cracking or staining under normal use. Easy to clean. Dishwasher safe. 
Made in the USA. Available Colors include: Water Clear, Frosted, Sleek Black, 
Cobalt Blue, Sparkling/Frosted Champagne, Raspberry Pink, and Candy Apple 
Green.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $15.99 to $29.99 
 
 
 
 

CakeVaseÃ�Â® 

Clover Holder 
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Description: Everyone will think you're a professional baker (and flower arranger) 
when you present a spectacular cake topped with real fresh flowers. And no one will 
know you created that customized cake in minutes! Start with any homemade or 
store-bought cake. Just press a plastic vase topper into the frosting, then add water 
and arrange fresh flowers however you please. The set includes 3 toppers to fit any 
6", 8", or sheet cake. Dishwasher safe.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $15.99 to $25.99 
 
 
 
 

LuLu's Sweet-delicious Goodies! 

 
 
Description: LuLu's Sweets, formerly LuLu's Mondel Bread, creates sweets from 
the heart! Specialty?...Mondel Bread (a recipe passed down through four 
generations), which is similar to biscotti in shape, but much tastier, think crumbly 
and delicious like a cookie! We also offer a variety of scrumptious cookies! Come 
check it out, we are always updating our website with new products! Delicious 
goodies delivered right to your doorstep...what could be better? 
Visit the Website 
Price: $15.00  
 
 
 
 

New Book, BOND WITH YOUR BABY BEFORE BIRTH  

Beautiful centerpiece! 

lulus mondel bread-specialty item! 
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Description: BOND WITH YOUR BABY BEFORE BIRTH: HOW TO 
COMMUNICATE WITH YOUR UNBORN CHILD BY KIM O’NEILL The Hottest New 
Trend in Pregnancy: Women Who Communicate With Their Unborn Babies “As an 
expectant mother, wouldn't you love to know the answers to all the questions in 
your head –before your little one arrives?” O'Neill asks. You can, she insists, by 
developing a better understanding of how your unborn child can communicate with 
you. The bond becomes increasingly tangible – and more exciting as the months go 
by. Kim O'Neill knows that a soon-to-be-born child can be a wonderful source of 
support and encouragement for its mother. O'Neill offers a fascinating glimpse into 
mother's intuition and what it can reveal about her baby before birth. The reader will 
learn how to become more sensitive to the presence of her unborn baby as she 
embarks on a spiritual adventure.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $14.95  
 
 
 
 

Winkee 

Kim O'Neill's new book BOND WITH YOUR BABY BEFORE BIRTH 
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Description: Introducing the Winkee, the revolutionary new way to convert those 
sexy shirts, blouses and dresses into anytime wear, without bulk and heat-inducing 
camisoles and undershirts. Winkee is an ultra soft accessory that covers cleavage, 
by attaching to the straps of a bra to modify a plunging neckline. Instead of wearing 
a camisole underneath a revealing shirt, Winkee creates a layered, appropriate 
look, without the extra bulk and heat of two shirts. So many shirts these days are 
too low-cut, and therefore unusable for most situations. Winkee enables you to take 
back control of your wardrobe, saving you money and allowing you to wear your 
favorite pieces without embarrassment. With the Winkee, there are no more “too 
sexy to wear” shirts hanging in the closet while you scramble for clean clothes to 
use! Go from day to night (and back again!) and put those too low-cut clothes back 
into use. Retailing at $14.95, Winkee is available at Solutions.com and Solutions 
catalog (1-800-342-9988).  
Visit the Website 
Price: $13.95 to $14.95 
 
 
 
 

"Chop Keeper" Cutting Tray Helps Reduce Messes In The Kitchen 

Winkee T 
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Description: It’s a new kitchen product that serves many purposes and has many 
unique functions. But with the hundreds of cutting boards on the market today, what 
sets the "Chop Keeper" apart is that it is the only cutting board that has sides. 
These 1/2 inch raised sides keep juices and crumbs from spilling out onto the 
countertop and getting between the countertop and tray. People get tired of having 
to spend so much time cleaning their countertops after using traditional cutting 
boards. With the patented 'Chop Keeper', you can carve meats, cut fruits, veggies, 
breads or whatever and be sure that your counters are always clean. It keeps 
whatever you slice or chop where you want it. The "Chop Keeper" is a uniquely 
shaped tray made from FDA approved plastic. The innovative design and shape of 
the "Chop Keeper" also allows the board to flex and form an easy funnel guide so 
food will slide right into a bowl, plate or cooking pan. Lightweight yet sturdy, the 
"Chop! Keeper" is so attractive and versatile it can also double as a serving tray. 
Three dishwasher-safe "Chop Keepers" are included in each package: Choice of 
Luminescent Midnight, Copper or Stainless or a combination to match any kitchen 
decor. Each package contains three different color trays.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $12.99  
 
 
 
 

Eclipse Energy-Saving, Noise-Reducing, Black-Out Curtains 

Chop Keeper Set of 3 Trays 
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Description: Give the Gift of a Good Night’s Sleep (and help them save some cash 
too!) Eclipse’s innovative energy-saving, noise reducing, blackout curtains are the 
gift that keeps on giving! They not only look beautiful – but help provide for a sound 
night’s sleep through special “thermaweave” fabric. And since about 33% of home 
heating and cooling energy loss happens through windows, Eclipse curtains can 
save you up to 25% ($1,000) on home heating and cooling. Available at stores 
nationwide and www.EclipseCurtains.com  
Visit the Website 
Price: $12.00 to $40.00 
 
 
 
 

Fine Art Kaleidoscope Print On Canvas 

 
 
Description: Each fine art kaleidoscope print is made from a handmade and digital 
collage original. They have been created from vintage images and antique personal 
correspondence, antique wall papers and decorative art papers. The prints are on 
canvas and are titled and signed on the back. They are of archival quality and are 
sealed to prevent from UV fading. They range in size from 5x5 inches up to 12x12 
inches. Each piece can be matted upon request. 

Eclipse curtains block 99% of light 

Madame Jade's Garden - kaleidoscope print on canvas 
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Visit the Website 
Price: $12.00 to $80.00 
 
 
 
 

Gourd Bird Houses, Feeders, Bowls, Masks And Holiday Items 

 
 
Description: Blue Rock Gourds is a full service gourd business owned and 
operated by Cliff & Wendy Overdorf. We grow, paint and sell all of our gourds 
worldwide. Gourd bird houses, feeders, butterfly houses, bowls, mask, holiday 
items and gourd jewelry. We also supply gourd artists and crafters with cleaned 
craft ready gourds. Got Gourds?? We have all the gourds you need! IF YOU HANG 
THEM THEY WILL COME!  
Visit the Website 
Price: $12.00 to $50.00 
 
 
 
 

Arhaus Furniture Mushroom Clusters 

Yellow Love Bird house 
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Description: Mushroom Clusters Go vintage with hand-carved wooden mushrooms 
from Indonesia. Available in small, medium and large, these whimsical mushrooms 
were popular in the 40s, again in the 70s and are making a comeback for 2008. A 
“growing” trend all over the world, they are the perfect tablescape centerpiece with 
ferns and other greens. Arhaus also offers these adorable mushrooms in a hand-
blown recycled glass version from Mexico. The large mushrooms can be used both 
indoors and out.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $12.00 to $24.00 
 
 
 
 

5 Second Slide & Store 

 
 
Description: Doing away with all framing frustrations with the sharing, storing and 
displaying of photos, Weston Gallery introduces 5 Second Slide & Store™, the first 

Adorable Mushroom Clusters from Arhaus Furniture come in sizes small, 
medium and large. 

5 Second Slide & Store 
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fool-proof photo frame. This frame will revolutionize the framing experience into a 
simple, stress-free and 5-second process! The 5 Second Slide & Store™ launches 
in October 2008 in all major retailers including Bed, Bath & Beyond, Target, 
Walmart, Michaels and JoAnn Fabrics among others. Frame sizes range from 4x6 
to 20x14 and prices range from $10.99 to $39.99 (prices vary by retailer). Weston 
Gallery created the 5 Second Slide & Store™ to address various problems in 
traditional framing and photo storage by combining several new and helpful features 
into one product. 5 Second Slide & Store™ features include a Photo Display Pocket 
for sliding a photo into the back, a Hideaway Easel perfect for standing or hanging 
the frame, a Photo Storage Pocket for storing photos behind the frame, a self-
leveling Tru-hanger for quick and accurate hanging and Gallery Templates that 
make it easy to hang frames perfectly without putting unnecessary holes in the wall. 
 
Visit the Website 
Price: $10.99 to $39.99 
 
 
 
 

Johnny Light (toilet Light) 

 
 
Description: A soft green light which is activated by a gravity switch when the toilet 
seat is raised and goes off when the toilet seat is lowered. Two "AAA" batteries are 
included in the packaging and no tools are required for installation. The Johnny 
Light serves as a directional for men who get up in the middle of the night and 
chooses not to turn on a bright bathroom light; the Johnny Light warns the 
unsuspecting woman the seat has been left up to avoid an annoying "fall-in"!  
Visit the Website 
Price: $10.95 to $14.95 
 
 
 
 

CowParade Housewares  

"Lighted" Toilet Bowl 
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Description: If it has ever come to your city, you may be familiar with CowParade, 
the world’s largest public art exhibit in which life-size, three-dimensional fiberglass 
cow canvases serve as the inspiration for artists in cities throughout the world. This 
month CowParade introduces a new line of housewares products, ranging from 
bowls, plates, mugs and saucers, to oven mitts, aprons, hand towels and more, all 
featuring original CowParade artwork.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $10.00 to $15.00 
 
 
 
 

Top Drawer Hardware 

 
 
Description: Founder Cristi Page favors 100% recycled and natural stone/pebble 
knobs that she added to the Top Drawer Hardware collection in response to clients 
becoming more eco-friendly in all aspects of their home design. Please keep Top 
Drawer Hardware in mind for holiday decorating tips -- it's a new "twist" on getting 
your home ready for holiday entertaining -- just replace everyday hardware with 
new knobs in holiday colors in your kitchen or guest bathroom! What could be an 

CowParade Bowls  

Green glass pulls - perfect for holiday decorating 
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easier, more clever year after year tradition as a unique design "spin" on the holiday 
season? 
Visit the Website 
Price: $10.00 to $100.00 
 
 
 
 

Tribeca From WallPops 

 
 
Description: WallPops from Brewster Home Fashions is the most versatile line of 
peel-and-stick, repositionable and removable wall art on the market, and are offered 
in an assortment of solid colors and designs. Items are available in large 13-inch 
circles (Dots), 13-inch squares (Blox), 6 ½-inch x 16-foot continuous rolls (Stripes) 
and die-cut shapes. Most can be cut to customized shapes and sizes to personalize 
your look. The new “Tribeca” collection from WallPops offers the latest in fashion-
forward designs, ready to update tired walls with a downtown vibe.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $10.00  
 
 
 
 

Eco-friendly Soy Candles 

Tribeca from WallPops features removable, repositionable vinyl wall art 
showcasing the latest in fashion-forward designs, ready to update tired 

walls with a downtown vibe. The Tangier print is shown above.  
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Description: Light & Soul inspirational soy candles are specially designed to 
enlighten your soul. Our collection of premium-scented soy candles combine 
inspirational messages with a soothing fragrance, setting them apart from other 
scented candles in the market today. They are a simple and beautiful way to uplift 
ourselves and others we care most about. Each luxury soy candle is hand-poured 
and made from 100% natural soy wax and completely renewable! Light & Soul soy 
candles are guaranteed to burn cleaner and slower. Give them a try and burn 
"Green".  
Visit the Website 
Price: $10.00 to $20.00 
 
 
 
 

Fresh Home Subscription 

 
 
Description: Fresh Home is a bi-monthly, magazine that targets males and 

Light & Soul Inspirational Soy Candles 

Fresh Home Magazine 
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females that love do-it-yourself projects. They believe everyone wants to and can 
personalize their home using easy ideas aimed at hands on people. The magazine 
can walk readers through a project in a few easy steps to demonstrate how great 
home design is about rolling up your sleeves and doing it yourself—inexpensively.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $10.00  
 
 
 
 

Eco-Friendly Natural Elements Pillow 

 
 
Description: The Natural Elements pillow from Hollander Home Fashions, the 
largest pillow manufacturer in the United States, is filled exclusively with post-
consumer recycled plastic bottles. Instead of landfill, that ginger ale bottle becomes 
part of the loftiest, comfiest polyester sustainable fill you'll ever snooze on. An un-
bleached, non-dyed, soft-to-the-touch cotton shell goes around it all. Consumers 
are looking for ways to save waste and make their homes more ecologically sound. 
Hollander is helping by offering a way for people to help the environment, while 
living (and sleeping!) comfortably, and with a clearer conscience. The Natural 
Elements pillow is available at Marshalls, TJ Maxx and Home Goods.  
Price: $9.99 to $14.99 
 
 
 
 

As Seen On TV Infomercial Products 

 
 
Description: At AsSeenOnTV-infomercials.com, we find the Newest and Best As 
Seen On TV Infomercial Products and bring them to you online and in our As On TV 
stores. We have been selling official TV products for over 12 years. AsSeenOnTv-
Infomercials.com is the official Site of the best As Seen On TV Products offering a 
wide range of over 1500 of the finest products. These infomercial products fall into 
the categories of Beauty, Fitness, Health, Diet, Kitchen, Garden, Gadgets, 
Electronics, Kids Toys, Automotive and Pet Products. Get the latest TV Products 

Hollander Home Fashions' Eco-Friendly Natural Elements Pillow 

Cleaning with As Seen On TV Infomercial Products Store 
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online, in our stores or call 800-368-3763.  
Price: $9.99 to $99.99 
 
 
 
 

Exciting New Wine Holder 

 
 
Description: The Wine Holder is a must have for today's gift giver because your 
friends and family will remember you for it. Not only is it a great gift, it's a product 
that gives back. Our family owned company donates 10% of all sales to non-profits 
who care. As a bonus for friends of LA Splash I will include a free special bonus 
with each order and it's 110% money back gauranteed.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $9.97 to $19.97 
 
 
 
 

Toilet Tattoos 

 
 
Description: "Toilet Tattoos® is a removable, reusable, decorative appliqué for the 
toilet lid. This patent pending product is the modern way to embellish your 
commode. In seconds you can transform the look of your lid, simply peel from 
backer card, place and smooth. Made in the USA from electrostatic vinyl film, it 

The Wine Holder  

Frogs in the Moonlight Toilet Tattoo 
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won’t harm your lid and wipes clean; No adhesives means you can use them again 
and again. Available to fit round and elongated toilets; round (actual size 12-inch X 
13.5-inch) and elongated (12- inch X 15-inch). Made for use on standard smooth 
toilet seats. Not for use on soft cushion seats or brown wooden seats. Toilet 
Tattoos® are the only way to crown your throne™.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $9.95  
 
 
 
 

100% Recycled Wax Candle 

 
 
Description: New to the February Las Vegas Market will be “Go Green by Colonial 
Candle™,” the first 100 percent recycled wax candle collection from a major candle 
brand. They are made from 100 percent recycled wax and are available in a 
recycled glass container. The new line comes in a light moss green-colored wax 
and is offered in three different formats: a 6.5 ounce jar, a 3x5 inch textured pillar 
and a set of tealights. The candles come in four different fragrances– Rain, 
Bamboo, Clean and Fresh. The products are made in a “green” facility and the 
entire production process is eco-friendly.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $8.50 to $13.00 
 
 
 
 

Dirty Dice 

Go Green Candle Collection 
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Description: Take a roll of the dice. You’re not taking a chance with these dice: 
give them a roll and do exactly what they say. One die gives a body part, and the 
other gives a verb, like kiss, lick, etc. BENEFITS: • Game-playing benefits foreplay; 
helps extend foreplay for better sex. • Helps introduce new acts of foreplay to the 
relationship and enhance communication.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $8.00  
 
 
 
 

Arhaus Furniture Pinocchios 

Dirty Dice 
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Description: Pinocchio Hand-carved and hand-painted in Italy, quirky Pinocchios 
are a central theme of Arhaus’ holiday story for 2008. A traditional Italian children’s 
toy, these authentic wooden figures range in sizes 6 inches to life-sized! Fun and 
whimsical, some of the toys have removable noses that can be interchanged. For 
the third consecutive year, Pinocchios are becoming collectible items at Arhaus. So 
versatile for the holidays, give them as gifts to children young and young-at-heart, 
use as tablescapes, ornaments or in holiday arrangements.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $8.00 to $600.00 
 
 
 
 

Oneida Brand Culinaria Dinnerware Collection  

 
 
Description: Developed in collaboration with color expert Leslie Harrington, the 
Culinaria collection adds a splash of color to the holiday table! The cuisine-inspired 
color palette includes eight mouth watering hues including Chili, Poundcake, and 
Blue Peppercorn, perfect for a holiday tabletop setting or year round. Featuring 
functional shapes and a color palette which can be mixed and matched to suit a 
wide range of home décor and personal styles, the Culinaria collection is the perfect 
gift to give or receive.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $7.99 to $24.99 
 
 
 
 

Beautiful Feather Palm Wax Pillar Candle 

Pinocchios from Arhaus Furniture come in a wide variety of sizes, from 
ornaments to life-sized! 

Culinaria Dinnerware Collection  
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Description: This beautiful pillar is handmade using 100% natural, clean burning, 
palm wax. It's beautiful, unique feathering design makes palm pillars an elegant 
accent for any home. Enjoy the lovely, ambient glow this candle gives as it burns. 
Looks fabulous, feels silky smooth (not waxy or oily) and burns beautifully! I love 
this wax! Pillar measures 3" across, 3-1/2" tall. This candle is scented with Strudel & 
Spice, a rich blend of vanilla sprinkled with cinnamon sugar and a hint of cherry. 
Absolutely heartwarming! ♥ View our other fragrance choices at 
www.aromafieldscandles.com  
Visit the Website 
Price: $7.75  
 
 
 
 

Kid Kleen 

 
 
Description: Kid Kleen is an exciting new line of premium kids’ bath activity toys 
that are all about getting clean in the bath, at the sink and everywhere in between! 

Beautiful Feather Palm Wax Pillar 

Kid Kleen Bath Blizzard 
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Kid Kleen products are safe, non- toxic, wheat & tears-free and hypo-allergenic. 
Moms trust the quality of the new Kid Kleen brand because it is ophthalmologist and 
pediatrician approved. Kid Kleen is introducing the following line of products this fall: 
Mold ‘N Play Soap™ –This soft and squishy soap allows your child to bathe and 
clean with any shape they can imagine. Mold ‘N Play Soap Activity Kit™ – Roll it, 
press and shape your Mold ‘N Play Soap tons of different ways. Your child will be 
so excited to clean with their very own soap creations. When they're done, they can 
put the moldable soap back into its container for easy storage. Bath Blizzard™ – 
Create instant fun bubbly foam for the tub with the Bath Blizzard. The Bath Blizzard 
can be securely hung on a tile wall, the side of the tub or securely positioned on the 
flat side of the tub using the included suction cups. Kid Kleen soap products are 
reusable, water soluble and won’t clog drains. Age: 3+  
Visit the Website 
Price: $6.99 to $19.99 
 
 
 
 

The Little Book Of Joy, Joy Is Simplay A Choice 

 
 
Description: Give the gift of Joy this Valentine's Day. Do you, or do you know 
someone who feels there is something more to life than what you are experiencing 
at the moment? With the Little Book of Joy, Joy is Simply a Choice, you can find out 
how you can live your life so that joy is Simply a Choice. This book helps anyone 
explore how to react to circumstances joyfully and how to begin to choose joy 
throughout your day. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $6.97  
 
 
 
 

Kids Bedding Sets And Accessories 

The Little Book of Joy, Joy is Simply a Choice 
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Description: Kidz Comfort offers unique and colorful kids bedding and accessories 
to help kids rest comfortably and safely. Our bedding items are all made in the USA 
from high quality 100% cotton fabrics. Our Childrens Comforter sets, Bed Bumpers 
for Big Kids and Toddler Pillows are available in many stylish colors and themes. 
Lullaby CDs and bedtime story books are a great addition to help make a child’s 
bedtime experience more relaxed. We also offer all-natural and reusable Kidz Heat 
& Cool Packs in lots of fun prints for those little bumps and bruises that all kids get. 
Our business is Mom owned and our bedding products are Mom made. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $6.95 to $144.95 
 
 
 
 

Barnes & Noble Gifts 

 
 
Description: Barnes & Noble, the nation’s largest bookseller, has become the 
destination for best-selling gifts, as well as bestselling books. Barnes & Noble has 
developed partnerships and exclusive products with high profile home, fashion 

Classic Dinosaur Kids Twin Bedding Set 

Sarah Wilkins Afternoon Stroll Tote 
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accessory and textile designers including Jonathan Adler, Vera Bradley, and John 
Robshaw. These gift items, along with an extensive collection of gifts for the home 
and office, are available at Barnes & Noble Home, the online gift destination for 
Barnes & Noble.com (www.bn.com).  
Visit the Website 
Price: $6.95 to $24.95 
 
 
 
 

Gift Products 

 
 
Description: Happeez by Mayfair Lane are magnetic clips, frames, listpads, and 
whiteboards that grip to stainless steel refrigerators, glass, mirrors, and more. They 
stick where magnets do, and where they don't. They leave no marks or residue, and 
grip and re-grip again and again. Non-toxic and odor free. Not only functional, there 
are dozens of stylish designs to choose from. Happeez are available for purchase 
online and at retailers nationwide. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $6.00 to $18.00 
 
 
 
 

Eco-Bags "Totes With Quotes" 

Happeez products in action. 
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Description: I would like to let you know about Eco-Bags and their new line called 
“Totes With Quotes”. These great Fair Wage/Fair Labor, eco-friendly reusable bags 
are stylish, affordable and hip! With totes featuring “Get Hip Get Green”, “Think 
Global Act Local”, “Talk Green to Me”, “I Am What I Do”, “Make Love Not Carbon” 
and “Love This Planet”; there is sure to be a bag for everyone. Eco-Bags is a truly 
green business and all of their products are Fair Wage/Fair Labor so consumers 
can feel good about supporting them and their goals. Not to mention, reusable bags 
are extremely trendy and good for the environment. 
Visit the Website 
Price: $5.99 to $16.00 
 
 
 
 

Linda's Gifts And Decor 

Just one of the catchy phrases that adorn Eco-Bags "Totes With Quotes"! 
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Description: Add beauty and function to your home and garden with products from 
Linda's Gifts and Decor. From ornate water features and fountains to tableware and 
linens, from wall decor to furniture, to special catalogs for your group's fundraisers. 
Order online or request a complimentary catalog. Email 
lindasgiftsanddecor@lindajhutchinson.com for your complimentary $10 gift card to 
use on your first order. (Please put "Gift Card" in the subject line.) Check often for 
special offers. Retail, Wholesale, Gift Cards, Fundraisers! 
Visit the Website 
Price: $5.00 to $300.00 
 
 
 
 

Spin 'n Stor--A Whole New Spin On Greens 

Shabby Chic Mini Shelves 
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Description: Gone are the day of the old expensive and heavy salad spinners. A 
new product called Spin ‘n Stor is the latest craze for salad lovers across the nation. 
It’s a simple, inexpensive and fun product that’s functional and effective. The 
patented Spin 'n Stor Reusable Salad Spinning Bag is designed to easily remove 
excess moisture from freshly washed salad greens without the use of bulky salad 
spinners. The clever design of the Spin 'n Stor also helps produce & herbs stay 
fresher longer. Additionally, the Spin 'n Stor allows consumers to take fresh ready-
to-eat salads & herbs with them to work, on picnics and more. How Does Spin 'n 
Stor Work? Simply place the freshly washed salad greens and/or herbs in the Spin 
'n Stor bag, hold the top closed and vigorously spin the bag in a circular motion. The 
water collects in the unique Spin 'n Stor "reservoir" at the bottom of the bag and can 
be poured out neatly. From there, the bag becomes the produce container and can 
be closed with provided twist ties and stored in the refrigerator using minimal space. 
It's just spin, drain, and store, and no more wasted paper towels. The Spin 'n Stor 
removes the hassle of taking the traditional spinner apart, washing the parts and 
then trying to find space for it. It's everything traditional salad spinners are not. Used 
Spin 'n Stor bags can simply be rinsed out and folded small for easy storage in a 
refrigerator.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $3.99 to $11.75 
 
 
 
 

100% Oxo-degradable Plastics For The Home And Garden 

Spin 'n Stor package 
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Description: EconoGreen Plastics™ bags and drop cloths are better for the planet. 
They cost less than comparable plastic bags and drop cloths while providing equal 
or better quality. It's our way of thanking you for reducing your impact on the 
environment. We believe that doing the right thing shouldn't cost more! Our bags 
and drop cloths are not only made from recycled plastics, they are also recyclable 
and oxodegradable. We believe that a disposable plastic product should be 
engineered to degrade over time. We find it's an easy way to do our part for a 
healthier planet. Made from 100% recycled plastic 100% oxodegradable 100% 
recyclable These bags and drop cloths will completely break down within 2 years 
after use. Considerably less than traditional plastic bags.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $3.99 to $16.99 
 
 
 
 

NearbyNow.com 

 
 
Description: NearbyNow provides a unique online service that allows consumers 
to search all products, brands, and sales currently available in local shopping areas 
near them using the Internet or mobile phones. Shoppers can even check 
availability and put items on hold to pick up with a single click, ensuring that items 
will be available in the needed size and color. NearbyNow has shopping districts 
throughout the USA. Log onto www.nearbynow.com to find your local shopping 
district. Before heading out to shop, consumers receive a mobile claim check or 
email to go pick up their item(s). If the item is not carried at the store, shoppers 
have the option of purchasing the item online. Additionally, consumers can take 
advantage of the “what’s hot,” and “what’s on sale” categories from a wide variety of 
retail outlets.  
Visit the Website 
Price: $0.00  
 
 

EconoGreen Tall Kitchen Bags 

NearbyNow Logo 
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New Xbox Experience 

 
 
Description: The Xbox 360 is morphing into a fully-operational media and 
entertainment center. Netflix – This exclusive partnership offers Netflix subscribers 
the ability to instantly stream movies and TV episodes from Netflix to their television 
via Xbox 360. Xbox 360 will be the only game console to offer this movie-watching 
experience, available to Xbox LIVE Gold members who are also Netflix subscribers 
at no additional cost. Avatars – Coming this Fall, your Xbox LIVE gamer tag will 
now be linked to an avatar. Each avatar will be fully customizable, complete with 
thousands of pieces of clothing and accessories. This allows users to express their 
personality and style, share it with their community and friends. 1 vs. 100 – The new 
Xbox LIVE channel Xbox LIVE Primetime represents an all-new way to play. A 
collection of virtual game shows such as "1 vs. 100," Xbox LIVE Primetime allows 
thousands of gamers to become contestants from their living rooms, playing 
together simultaneously, live with content that is always fresh and relevant. LIVE 
Party – With LIVE Party, bring your favorite games, TV shows, movies, and pictures 
to life by sharing those experiences with friends, wherever they are around the 
world. FREE with Xbox LIVE subscription 
Visit the Website 
Price: $0.00  
 
 
 
 

Send Your Sweetie A Kiss This Valentine's Day 

The New Xbox Experience allows you to turn your Xbox 360 into a fully-
operational media and entertainment center.  
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Description: If you can’t be with your sweetheart this Valentine’s Day, send them a 
kiss to show them you care! FaceCake Marketing Technologies, has created a 
Facebook app that allows users to “Send a Kiss” to each other. “Send a Kiss” lets 
you either upload a picture, use your Web cam, or use an existing Facebook photo 
to have the software manipulate the image so that it looks and sounds like you’re 
“kissing” someone. Use “Send a Kiss” to send your honey a lunchtime smooch. You 
can even upload a photo of your friend’s favorite celebrity and send a kiss from 
them. How great would it be to get a picture of Brad Pitt giving you a kiss? This is 
sure to make your darling, friend or even mom smile when they open up your 
special kiss! You can send a kiss using the link below. You just need to log into 
Facebook to try it. Just click on the “Lips” icon next to “check it out” or start your 
own “Send a Kiss.” http://apps.facebook.com/send_a_kiss/?s=s  
Visit the Website 
Price: $0.00  
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"Send a Kiss" to Loved Ones with this free, easy-to-use application. 
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